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BY BRYAN STOKES II
Staff Reporter
After a week filled with con-
troversial polls and allstus, the
campus Senate finally voted on
the issue of prohibiting smoking
"in all College-owne- d student
residences, including residence
halls, apartments and houses."
This legislation would take
effect on May 20, 2002, the offi-
cial end to the school year. Al-
though an informal poll conducted
by Senior Class Representative
Winston Sale '02, showed a fairly
even split on the issue of banning
smoking (54 against, 46 for),
the Senate members were much
less divided.
The issue was divided into
two votes by Student Council
President Nick Deifel, one for
residence halls, and one for apart-
ments. This stemmed from a rec
Smoking Ban in
Dorms and Outside
Buildings
Children from the Wiggin Street Elementary School delight Kenyon
residents alike with their annual Halloween costume parade through
Silent violence on Kenyon's campus
Panel heightens local awareness of a national and local problem
BYADAMSAPP
Senior Production Editor
With just under 40 people in
attendance on Monday night, mem-
bers of the dating violence panel
continually reminded the audience
members that this type of violence
does occur at Kenyon, and although
violence can occur against men, that
the majority of situations involve
violence against females by males.
Out of the nearly 40 audience mem-
bers in attendance at Monday's pre-
sentation, four were men.
"Partner violence occurs here
at Kenyon College," said Director
of Counseling Services and panel-
ist Patrick Gilligan. "But it's very
rarely reported. Every year each one
of us at the Health and Counseling
Center gets a couple of calls on part-
ner violence."
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Sociology Jan Thomas offered rea-
sons why this dating violence oc
Midnight breakfast
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ban debated
ommendation sent from the Stu-
dent Council that smoking should
be banned only in residence halls.
The residence hall measure passed
unanimously through the Senate,
Strange Beings
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curs at Kenyon. "I think we get to a
spot where dating violence is nor-
malized," said Thomas. "Why? Be-
cause, from what I've heard from
students, the social life here is one
based on fiats and drinking ... not
to mention the hook-u- p culture that
exists here." Thomas also talked
about the effects of victims who
choose not speak out about their
experiences.
"One of the problems with dat-
ing violence," said Thomas, "is that
some of the attitudes and behaviors
associated with it become normal-
ized. We may excuse behaviors
with, 'oh, heshe was drunk' but
when we do that we normalize the
violence that occurred. This makes
it very difficult for people to ask for
help or get support. We create a con-
spiracy of silence."
Mary Hendrickson of New Di-
rections, the Knox County center
that deals with issues pertaining to
domestic violence, outlined legal
Pollit and Dubya
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while the apartment measure
passed with a vote of 11 for, 4
against. Voting against this mea-
sure were seniors Senate Co-Cha- ir
see SENATE, page four
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recourses available to victims. She
sighted the recently enacted Ohio
stalking law, among others, to
point out that students have re-
course above and beyond College
regulations, should they choose to
pursue it. But, although the laws
exist, the statistics she produced
pertaining to Knox County do-
mestic abuse cases were dismal.
Hendrickson said that of the
200 reports filed on domestic vio-
lence related issues last year in
Knox County, half of them re-
sulted in the perpetrator being
charged with some type of crime.
And, of those 100 people or so
who were formally charged last
year, only seven of them spent any
time at all in jail.
Following the panelists' pre-
sentations, further discussion of
the topics raised by the panelists
took place between the audience
and the panel.
'Enticing' dinner
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Smoking
BY TARYN MYERS
Senior News Editor
"I think the 20-fo- ot rule is ludi-
crous," said Junior Class President
Phillip Ross at Sunday's Student
,1 '. ;jr. i
Amy Gallese
students and Gambier
the Village.
Science of Construction
BY BRYAN STOKES II
Staff Reporter
"I can't wait to see that building
come down!" said an ecstatic Bryn
Harris, a senior honors Psychology
major, in reference to Philip Mather.
After more than a year of temporarily
being housed in Phil Mather, the Psy-
chology department is now reclaim-
ing its place, in the completely reno-
vated Samuel Mather Hall.
Phil Mather was erected in 1961
as a chemistry building. Psychology
was previously housed in Sam Mather,
built in 1925, and first remodeled in
1969.
By tomorrow the electricity, wa-
ter, gas and sewage connections that
attach Phil Mather to the modem world
will be disconnected. By the end of
next week the two week lone process
irjB y ttsfi
Tonight: Partly cloudy. High
75 F, low 54 F .
Friday: Rain. High 67 F, low
45 F.
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amended
Council meeting. His statement re-
flected the general sentiment of the
Council on Senate's proposed legisla-
tion to ban smoking within 20 feet of
all campus buildings. This was further
reflected by the fact that when the
members of the Council voted on their
amendment to Senate's legislation, 1 1
members voted for it and two ab-
stained, with no one voting in opposi-
tion.
The amendment was as follows:
"Smoking is prohibited within 20 feet
of the entrances of all college-owne- d
buildings excluding residential spaces
(except for Fair Hall patio), Gund
Commons patio, the back patio of
Peirce, Snowden, Crozier and the
BFEC. Smokers cannot obstruct the
entrances to any campus building.
This proposal was only reached
after an extensive discussion among
the Council members that began when
Senate Student Co-Cha- ir Ludi
Ghesquiere '02 explained the pro-
posal. "They want to ban smoking 20
see COUNCIL, page three
Smoking Policy
FYC Changes
Summer Send Off
of its demolition will begin, including
removal of the exterior shell by ma-
chine, followed by a stripping ofall of
the ironwork. "Phil Mather is being
demolished because the space really
isn't useful for any other things ... all
the mechanical systems in the build-
ing were pretty much at the end of their
life. And architecturally, it fit better to
remove it altogether," said Superinten-
dent of Building and Grounds Tom
Lepley.
In contrast, "Samuel Mather was
totally gutted on the inside, it was just
a shell of a building. Everything on
the inside was changed ... all the walls
were relocated, total renovation," said
Lepley. However, the main intention
remained to keep the architecture in-
tact. The school went so far as to spend
extra expense to have custom stones
see SCIENCE, page four
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Saturday: Partly cloudy. High
63 F, low 38 F.
Sunday: Partly cloudy. High
59 F, low 35 F.
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Village Council slate promises new perspectives
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM
News Assistant
Six candidates are competing
for four seats on Gambier Village
Council, as current members Read
Baldwin and Elizabeth Forman
are up for reelection and Phil
Samuell and John Ryerson are re-
tiring. Accompanying Baldwin
and Forman on the ballot are Lee
Cubie, Michael Farmer, Wendy
McLarnan and Audra Ransburg.
Baldwin, who has been on
Council for four years, wants to
continue protecting the "pedes-
trian" character of the Village.
"I'd like to continue dealing with
issues of traffic through town," he
said. "I spearheaded the move-
ment to get the large trucking to
go around Gambier rather than
through it. Keeping Gambier a pe-
destrian community is important."
He recognizes the tension be-
tween Gambier residents and
Kenyon students regarding noise
and littering, but also sees greater
harmony between the Village and
the College than he did when he first
came to Council. "In the past," he
said, "there was a lot of anti-Keny- on
feeling on the part of Council mem-
bers. So I feel it's important for the
College and Village to come to-
gether."
Cubie believes proper zoning
can encourage further cultural and
experiential diversity in Gambier,
which he considers among the
town's assets. "One strength of
Gambier is the diversity of the com-
munity that has occurred because it
is a college campus," he said, "but
also a cultural diversity because of
the people who have been here for
generations. They both bring to
the community different
strengths, and that's part of the
beauty of Gambier."
He acknowledges the current
strenuous relationship between the
Village and Kenyon students, but
comments that, "I was noisy and
rowdy when I was a student. It's
understandable that students will
be noisy and rowdy. I think that,
for the most part, students here are
helpful."
Farmer stresses fiscal re-
sponsibility in Village govern-
ment and continuing mainte-
nance of community parks. She
believes that "there needs to be
a respect that students can live
as they like, with regard to the
residents of Gambier.
"I think it should be a strong
relationship. A lot of time it seems
that the Gambier and Kenyon gov-
ernments are at odds. I'd like to
see ... this cooperation all the time."
Forman, running for her second
term on Village Council, considers
zoning regulations and water run-o- ff
the chief issues of both the previous
and forthcoming terms. "We have
laid the groundwork for some long-ter- m
waste-wat- er management and
runoff water control in the Village,"
she reported, "which will be long-ter- m
issues for the next several
years. Council is now finding some
problems that are now affecting
larger towns, like water, zoning,
questions of neighborliness: what
does it mean to be a neighbor?" said
Forman.
"I think it's hard to figure out
how to be a neighbor. I've been a
student, I've lived with students
and I've discovered them to often
be good neighbors. But ... I think
that there are some times when it
will be necessary to go beyond stu-
dent security for students outside
Kenyon property."
McLarnan, a self-describ- ed
l.ji(HRfrllafaifr
Unopposed board
Despite being unopposed and a
three-time,incumbe-
nt, Mount Vernon
School Board Vice President Donna
Scott will not appear on the ballot next
week, but will be running as a write-i- n
candidate. County regulations mandate
that for a candidate's name to appear on
the ballot he or she must obtain 75 sig-
natures supporting his or her candidacy,
collected on a number of petitions that
member is write-i- n
t--.j-
tA-r.
must be signed by the candidate before any other signatures. Though
Scott, who works for Kenyon Admissions, collected 84 signatures,
she forgot to sign two petitions, and thus fell below the 75-signat- ure
requirement.
"I have genuinely enjoyed serving on the board," she said, "and
look forward to another term. I envision this as my community ser-
vice: this is my service to my community."
Chuck Waugh of Mount Vernon is also running unopposed for
the school board.
Township fire seeks levy renewal
The College Township Fire Department has placed a renewal
levy on the 2001 ballot, asking for five mills for five years. Officials
at the township fire department could not be reached for comment.
Unopposed elections
Several unopposed races will be on the ballot next week, includ-
ing Gambier Mayor Michael Schlemmer, College Township Clerk
Susan Bowden, as well as Township trustees Barry Bowden and James
Victor Ingerham, also running unopposed.
ELECTIONS: NOVEMBER 6, 2001
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Read Baldwin
Education:
B A French Literature, Kenyon College
M.FA Pratt Institute
Occupation:
Assistant Prof, of An, Kenyon College
Experience:
Currently on Village Council
... . 4i,. i i M
Elizabeth Forman
Education:
BA Kenyon College, history
MA Ohio State University, English
Occupation:
Assoc. Dir. of Admissions, Kenyon College
Gownmencal Experience:
Currently on Village Council
"common, everyday, work-a-da- y
type person," would "like to see
the community preserved and
not developed. It's a quiet, peace-
ful place to live," she said, "raise
kids and raise a dog. My goals are
to maintain the public safety and
maintain the Village atmosphere."
She reports students "have
been cooperative, they want to
help, to fit in to Village life. I
want the Village and College to
continue as a cooperative unit,
not separate entities."
Maley supportive of 1.78 mill levy
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM
News Assistant
Mount Vemon School District
Superintendent Jeff Maley is hoping
that the district's benevolence to
schools continues next week, as a five
year, $846,000 annual renewal levy
is on the district ballot. The levy is
considered an "emergency" proposal,
which allows a district to tax for a
speciflc funding goal. Thus, the pend-
ing levy would begin at 1.78 mills,
though Maley indicates that it should
drop. One mill is equal to one-tent- h
of a cent.
"In reality, the millage will be
reduced," he said. "It was passed to
raise $846,000 per year. When origi-
nally passed in 1984, the millage was
4.5 mills."
Maley said the levy will continue
funding for 3.4 of the district's total
expenditures, which go toward sev-
eral enhancement programs including
summer school, remedial and gifted
classes. He would not speculate on
the consequences of a levy failure,
adding that the district would have two
additional opportunities to pass the bill
before having to cut programs. The
district also has reserve funds, if
needed.
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Lee Cubie
Education:
B A Literature, Mt. Vernon Nazarene College
M. of Div., Nazarene Theological Seminary
Pursuing degree in city & regional planning,
Ohio State University
Occupation: Carpenter
Experience: No elected office
,A... 1
Wendy McLarnan
Education:
LP.N., Knox Co. Community Center
R.N. degree, COTC
Occupation:
Surgical nurse, Knox Community Hospital
Experience:
No elected office
Ransburg, who graduated
from Kenyon last year, believes
her ongoing study in city planning
will be valuable to the municipal-
ity. "I'd like to see more plan-
ning," she said "Some planning
has occurred, with Doug Givens
buying property to protect Gam-
bier from too much growth, but
more could be done."
She doesn't believe her age
or short time as a Gambier resi-
dent will hurt her chances in the
election, and is vocal about the
Renewal of an existing levy
which amounts to 1.78 mills
purpose of providing for the
the school district.
The comfortable budget "gives
us the opportunity to make curricular
decisions and to nurture our summer
school program," he said. "These are
the types of things you don't have in
other districts, that we can do because
of our positive budget. I can't say the
consequences of a levy failure, except
that eventually we would have to cut
3.4. If it's your program, it's impor-
tant. This is really about ... being able
to plan."
Among the plans for the district
are the three district goals outlined in
its annual report: to "improve student
performance, update curriculum and
technology and provide adequate
facilities for the future."
"We're currently working on all
three of these goals," School Board
Vice President Donna Scott said. "In
terms of updating the curriculum, we
revise each curricular area every five
years to reevaluate our textbooks. In
terms of improving student perfor
Thursday, November 1, 20Qi
Michael Farmer
Education:
Bowling Green Scare Universiry Fire School
Real estate license, Hondros College
Occupation:
Captain, Mc Vemon Fire Department
Government experience:
No elected office
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Audra Ransburg
Education: BA Kenyon College, PoL Sciena
Pursuing degree in city & regional planning
Ohio State University
Occupations:
Dean of Students office, Kenyon College
Part-tim- e carpenter
Experience No elected office
problems of student behavior in
the Village. "I have a reputation
in the Village," she remarked,
"and I think it is a respectable one.
I've fallen in love with Gambier,
and I'm going to stay here. I am
up in arms with the neighbors
about student conduct. I really
don't know any ingenious way to
get the point across, but that if you
want to be treated like adults in a
community, which is why a lot of
people come to Kenyon, you have
to respect that and prove it."
for the sum of $846,000
for five years, for the
emergency requirements of
mance ... when we see that any areas
of student performance on prof-
iciency tests are deficient, then we ce-
rtainly address those. It's a constant
reevaluation. The facilities goal is a
matter of monitoring our needs and
determining what it is we will have to
expand."
Future facility funding will come
through extra taxation in the form of
bonds, according to Maley, as the
pending levy only continues the cu-
rrent educational framework. Non-
etheless, he believes the district will
continue its "unanimous agreement
with renewal levies." There is no o-
rganized citizen group against the ta
However, in Gambier, a gentleman
questioned the fiscal responsibility
of the district and its routine change
of curriculum. Another gentleman
in Mount Vernon was also against
the bill, because "We're taxed to
death already. We can't take no
more."
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Lord Kenyon, second from right, during his visit to Kenyon in 1999.
2 years ago, October 28, 1999, The
Kenyon, Lord Kenyon and Sixth Baron of Greddington, made his
first official visit to Kenyon for Founder's Day and Matriculation in
honor of the 175th anniversary of the College. President Robert Oden
emphasized the unique nature of the
lege and the family. Although this was Lord Kenyon's first official
visit to Kenyon, he actually visited before, in 1969, when he spent
several months touring the U.S., "paying his way by selling ice cream
in Detroit."
12 years ago, October 26, 1989, The Bookstore cracked down on
shoplifting due to an approximately 3 percent shrinkage rate. Shopl-
ifters were perceived to do so not out of necessity, but rather for a
thrill. The main problem with the Bookstore suffering losses is that
all of their profit did and still does go to the Kenyon Scholarship
fund, not to the College.
22 years ago, November 1, 1979, A special session of Senate was
held to discuss minority enrollment, or lack thereof. Mention was
madeof how minorities are "turned off because Kenyon has "virtua-
lly no services for minority students." Therefore, minority students
were seen to have to face difficulties other students did not even
have to consider. Paula Ivory, a member of Black Student Union,
pointed out that "most black high school students don't know what a
good liberal arts education can do for them."
October 24 - October 30, 2001
Oct. 24, 11:31a.m. - Officer
checked on report of suspicious
vehicle in area of Gazebo Pre-Scho- ol.
The vehicle was not lo-
cated and employees were ad-
vised to call if they saw it again.
Oct 25, 1:21a.m. - Medical call
regarding student who fell and hit
her head. The student was transp-
orted to the hospital.
Oct 25, 1:50a.m. - Medical call
regarding an underage student ill
from consuming alcohol. The
student was transported by squad
to the hospital.
Oct 25, 2:37a.m. - Non injury
vehicle accident student left the
scene of the accident.
Oct 25, 2:00p.m. - Theft of items
from garage at Business Services.
Oct. 26, 8:55p.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol at Mather
Residence.
Oct 26, 10:20p.m. - Underage
consumption of alcohol at Man-
ning Hall.
Oct 27, 7:13p.m. - Fire alarm at
Mather Residence. Pull station
pulled. No smoke or fire was
found. The alarm could not be
reset and Maintenance was notif-
ied.
Oct 27, 9:49p.m. - Report of
marijuana being smoked at
Mather Residence.
ft 27, 10:38p.m. - Underage
consumption of alcohol at Old
Kenyon.
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relationship between the Col
Oct 27, 11:53p.m. - Medical call
regarding injured student at Old
Kenyon. The student was trans-
ported to the Health and Coun-
seling Center.
OcL 28, 1:19a.m. - Vandalism to
EXIT sign at Norton Hall.
Oct. 28, 2:00a.m. - Theft of
items from room at Hanna Hall.
Oct. 28, 2:16a.m. - Vandalism to
electric panel at Old Kenyon.
Oct. 28, 9:22p.m. - Officers
checked on report of burning
odor from Higley Hall. Area was
checked and nothing was found.
Oct. 29, 9:00a.m. - Report of
vandalism to EXIT and ENTER
signs at Peoples Bank
Oct. 29, 11:15a.m. - Student at
McBride Residence reporting ha-
rassing telephone calls.
Oct. 29, 4:38p.m. - Vandalism
to exercise equipment at Guhd
Hall.
Oct. 30, 12:19a.m. - Vehicle hit
while parked in College lot.
Oct. 30, 3:25a.m. - Vandalism to
lawn area at Bexley Place Apart-
ments.
Oct. 30, 12:30p.m. - Theft of
items from room at Mather Resi-
dence.
Oct. 30, 10:10p.m. - Recovery
of stolen signs in room at Mather
Residence.
Oct. 30, 11:08p.m. - Report of
marijuana being smoked at
McBride Residence.
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Council:
CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
feet from every campus building," he
said. "We have the ability to amend this,
but not the ability to say no to it. It will
probably pass, but it probably won't
pass with 23 of Senate, so our ability
to amend it is really important."
Ghesquiere also discussed the ar-
guments for this proposal brought up
by Senate, including the fact that
smoke-fille- d air can get sucked into the
building and it can be obnoxious to
walk through a cloud of smoke going
inandoutofbuildings. He also pointed
out that 20 feet is not as far a distance
as one might think, citing the example
that the benches at the library are 20
feet away. "We're only talking about 3
body lengths," he said.
One issue members of the Coun-
cil had with this proposal is that enforce-
ment would be very difficult, unless
security began carrying around tape
measures."Enforcement is a pretty
fin' big joke for all of this," said
Ghesquiere.
Chair of Housing and Grounds
Shay la Myers '02 pointed out, how-
ever, that "a lot of legislation is self-enforce- d."
Chair of Student Lectureships
Tom Susman '04 brought another point
of view, saying, "My problem with this
proposal is that the 20 feet is just not
practical ... It would be a lot more prac-
tical to say you shouldn't be blocking
the doorway ... Maybe something like
'stand to the side.'"
Senior Class President Phil
Stephenson continued Susman 's analy-
sis of the situation, saying, "I've got a
couple of practical things to think about.
One is the idea of how it's logically
going to appear, in a lot of ways, and
how it's going to help the people who
don't want to walk through the smoke.
Let's say the outside of Peirce, 20 feet
away from the doors, people are still
going to stick to the sidewalks, likely,
they'll just be blocking the sidewalks
instead ... The other thing is that some
of the points of enforcement of this will
be ludicrous ... It becomes a sort of leg-
islative impotence to make a rule that
cannot and will not be enforced ... Just
picture the world if we actually did
this."
The Council member who most
Amends
supported Senate's proposal was
Communications Director Caroline
Cowan '04, who said, "This was rec-
ommended by the American College
Health Association as a policy that
all colleges should adopt, and I actu-
ally think it's even more important
than having all residences smoke
free, because if you want to walk into
Peirce, if you want to walk into As-
cension, if you want to walk into the
library, you pretty much have to walk
through smoke. A lot of times, you
just don't have another choice ... I sit
in some of my classes, and I can smell
smoke just from it wafting up into
the rooms, and I don't think that's
fair, that I should have to breathe that
when I'm in class learning, or when
I'm walking into eat, or when I'm
walking into the library to study."
In response to this, Co-Treasu- rer
Kyle Guthrie '02 suggested that
smokers should have "respect with
smoking around the entrance. Just
know when people are coming, and
give them a smoke-fre- e path."
The Council members then
came up with their proposal and took
their vote.
An issue Ross brought up was
his proposal for amending the cur-
rent system of government for in-
coming freshmen, saying, "First Year
Council needs some changes."
The current system is that there
is a representative elected from each
freshman hall, a president from each
of the 5 freshman residence halls, a
Student Council representative and
a Senate representative, making the
First Year Council a committee of30
people.
First Year Representative Tris
Warkentin said that there is actually
an executive committee comprised
of seven people (the building presi-
dents, the Senate representative and
himself) that officially meets and
votes on issues. "We've never had a
30 person vote," he said.
"What he just said," said Ross,
" is what I want to put on paper."
Ross also suggested creating an
actual first-ye- ar class President.
Sophomore Class President Jesse
Spencer, however, responded to that
by saying, "You can't centralize
1'
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proposal
power when dealing with a first-ye- ar
time frame ... It will become a race
based on who has the best posters. Do
you really want that kind of integrity?"
After Warkentin agreed with
Spencer, Myers asked him, "Who are
you and how did you get here, then?"
She was referring to the fact that he was
elected by the entire class in the same
time frame a president would be.
Warkentin did not respond.
Another major discussion at the
meeting occurred in response to the
Social Board committee report, pre-
sented by two of the three co-chai- rs,
Megan Biddle '03 and Clinton Priestly
'03. They talked about a proposal
brought to them by Greek Council to
have a Winter Send Off sometime in
December. The members of the Coun-
cil, however, shared Cowan's senti-
ments when she said, "It seems like it
would be better to use the money for
Summer Send Off."
Biddle pointed out that Summer
Send Off does not necessarily have to
take a lot of funding to be good, say-
ing, "There are some very good bands
that are not going to cost us $30,000 ...
We're really pushing to stay under bud-
get and come out ahead of budget if
we can."
Stephenson pointed out that "the
campus at large would like someone
recognizable, and it seems like every
time we take a risk with Something like
Winter Send Off, we're taking away
our chances of having a good Summer
Send Off."
In response, Priestley said, "Our
organization is not the 'Summer Send
Off Committee,' it's the Social Board
Committee, and in our charter, it says
we're supposed to provide events for
the campus ... We have to be account-
able to our budget, and so if we want to
do that, we also have to think about that,
and not just 'Summer Send Off, let's
make it great.' We have to have other
events. We can't just have one event
second semester. That's not what we're
about."
He and Biddle also pointed out
that Winter Send Off is still just a pro-
posal, so they will discuss it more with
Greek Council and report back to the
Council at their next meeting, Sunday
at 1 p.m. in Campbell-Meeke- r.
was
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while the faculty in the procession forResident Advisors and Community Advisors act as flag bearers leading
--u. r..j,v n, rnm,;nn and Matriculation ceremony Tuesday, where first year students officially
became members of the College. Although the Freshman Sing was supposed to take place at
that time, it
again delayed due to construction on the steps in front of Rosse Hall.
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Science: Nearly done
CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
cut for the north facade of Sam
Mather, where the connection to Phil
has been removed. However, this was
a very minor expense compared to the
$29 million that was spent on the quad.
"We have really nice new facili-
ties that we've never had before ... so
we're really excited about the space,"
said Associate Professor of Psychol-
ogy Ellen Stoltzfus.
"I think Sam Mather will be an
excellent addition to the Science
Quad. It looks very nice, the facilities
are much more up to date, and will
allow us to perform more types of
experiments than were possible pre-
viously," said senior honors psych
major Rebecca Capasso. " While do-
ing Summer Science research this past
season in Phil Mather, Prof.
McFarlane and I had a great deal of
trouble even getting equipment to
work because of power surges, no
distilled water, no proper ventilation
or heating, and students walking
through our basement facilities when
they were supposed to be closed off."
After the demolition of Phil
Mather, a walkway will be con-
structed in that space, leading from
the oval walkway on the science quad
to Middle Path. A solid granite bench,
currently on order, will rest in front of
the pathway leading from Sam
Mather. Unlike the other buildings,
Sam Mather will not have a walkway
above ground to the other buildings.
"I like Sam Mather even more than
MAP, Tomsich and Higley since it
has the most history of all of these
buildings, yet it is cutting edge in terms
of technology and facilities," said Har-
ris.
The timeline for the completion
of this project, though not certain, is
not very long. "We're actually just
doing punch lists now on Sam
Mather. That's what the architect
First Step
BY TRACY MILLER
Editor-in-Chi-
ef
Self-reevaluati- on is underway for
First Step, Kenyon's student-ru- n peer
support phone hotline. Coordinators
Emily Briggs '02 and Amy Wagaman
'03 have felt for some time that the
organization is underutilized by
Kenyon students, and that many stu-
dents are not aware of its presence on
campus.
A recent poll initiated by the
members of First Step on the Kenyon
poll server showed that although 92
of respondents said they know what
First Step is, there is some dissent as
to how it should be run.
The mission of First Step is stated
as such: "to provide support and re-
sources to fellow Kenyon students.
The members of First Step welcome
all callers and ensure anonymity and
confidentiality. Most importantly, First
Step aspires to comfort students and
help them realize their capabilities in
resolving their problems." Callers are
assured of their anonymity to First
Step members, and members are in
turn unknown to the students they
speak with.
At the October 14 Student Coun-
cil meeting, ten courses of action for
does to find out things that weren't
done. The major things are done, with
the exception of the walks out front ...
and the north facade," said Lepley. The
entire project is expected to be com-
pleted by mid-Decemb- er, including
landscaping, while the steps of Rosse
should be completed before Thanks-
giving, as should the complete removal
of Phil Mather.
The transition for the Psychology
department is also taking place
smoothly. "We have completely set up
our new lab and have begun running
experiments again. I've had two classes
in the new building, and I've hung out
in the Reading Room," said Capasso.
However, "the' building won't
truly be done for a while yet ... getting
used to a new building takes some
time," said Stoltzfus. "We were on a
time frame where we needed to be out
of the building by a certain time, but
everything wasn't ready." By tomor-
row, the Psychology department must
be completely moved out of Phil
Mather.
There are still a great deal of dif-
ficulties to be worked past. For ex-
ample, the noise level may become a
distraction during the demolition.
However, the demolition will not pose
any safety hazards. Asbestos abate-
ment occurred three weeks ago, to en-
sure that the dust produced would net
be in any way harmful. This same
problem exists in Higley hall, which
was one of the major reasons for not
remodeling the existing portion.
"There's a lot of asbestos on the steel-
work, which is not at all dangerous to
the occupants, it's all up in the ceiling,
and to go up with any major renova-
tions, all of the asbestos would have
had to be abated," said Lepley. How-
ever, Higley still received a thorough
extenor cleaning and an interior paint
job to allow it to fit in with the new
buildings.
ready to provide resources to students
improving student-communi- ty rela
tions were discussed, one of which was
the establishment of a hotline for stu-
dents to call for help should a friend
show signs of alcohol poisoning. As
members of First Step know, and as
Vice President for Student Life Elle
Erickson '02 pointed out at the meet-
ing, First Step already serves such
needs. This apparent confusion as to
the role and presence of First Step in
part prompted the poll.
"I think doing an additional
hotline would kind of be silly, becaijse
First Step is definitely there to deal with
whatever someone calls with," Briggs
said. "And ifwe're not equipped to deal
with it, we know who to refer them
to."
In the instance of alcohol poison-
ing, the First Step member would
"probably give the caller immediate
information with regard to the safety
of that person, because we have infor-
mation in the room about alcohol poi-
soning," said Briggs.
"It's basically similar information
to what the R.A.s have," said
Wagaman.
"But with First Step ... it's anony-
mous," Briggs said. "If you go to your
R.A., they know who you are, they
may have to report it. But if you call
NEWS
"1
Crawford Computer Lab, formerly
Senate:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
Ludi Ghesquiere, Vice President
for Academic Affairs Meheret
Birru, Sale and Vice President for
Student Life Elle Erickson and
Freshman Class representative,
Tyler Bullen abstained from vot-
ing. These, as all legislative acts,
must be approved by President
Oden before they can be placed
into effect.
The debate that ensued be-
fore and after the voting took on
a very familiar tone, as many of
the problems had been addressed
previously. One major concern
stemmed from an oversight by the
Student Council, which did not
discuss the issue of banning
smoking 20 feet from building en-
trances. "I really thought we'd
be voting on smoking in front of
a building after we had discussed
it formally," said Deifel. This is
us, we have no way of knowing who
the person is. Even if they identify
themselves, we don't have to report
anything."
Briggs and Wagaman stressed
that the members of First Step are not
trained couselors, but often refer call-
ers to counseling services at Kenyon
and off campus.
"First Step is mainly a resource
for information," said Briggs. "If
someone asks us to tell them what to
do, we won't, because we're not
trained to do that.
"The main thing is listening," said
Briggs. 'That's what we train for first
and foremost: being able to listen and
to validate that person's concerns or
feelings. We try to get them to gener-
ate solutions, because if someone gen-
erates their own solutions, they're
more likely to follow them."
Poll results showed that a con-
siderable contingency of respondents
take issue with First Step's most de-
finitive characteristic: the anonymity
of its peer operators. 30 said that they
would like to see First Step be "less of
an anonymous organization," while
39 said they would be "more in-
clined to contact First Step if they
knew who the members were and
when they were working."
r
RuKciiScL
in the basement of Phil Mather, relocated to the rennovated Sam Madie
Details discussed
sue was tabled, but led to several
important notes on procedure,
namely the idea that once the . 14
day waiting period is over, the Stu-
dent Council has officially lost its
power on that issue.
Several arguments were
raised on both sides of the prohi-
bition issue. A major problem was
the definition of "apartment" as
opposed to "residence hall." The
issue at hand was that of second-
hand smoke and its danger in
buildings with shared ventilation
systems. It was decided that the
issue would be split in voting with
apartments being defined as any
building without shared ventilation
and residence halls including those
with shared ventilation. However,
concerns were made that if the
residence hall ban passes while the
apartment ban fails, "at this point
what we've done is said dorm
"We were considering making
changes in that respect; that's partially
why we put the poll out," said Briggs.
"But I think at this point, with the re-
sults that we got, we won't be."
"In terms of the poll, if more
of the campus had responded and
we could see a greater percentage
of people who wanted to not have
anonymity, we would have more
seriously considered it," said
Wagaman.
"I think anonymity is one of our
strongest points," said Briggs. "We
were considering changing it because
we didn't know what the Kenyon com-
munity wanted. At this point I feel like
we have that knowledge. If people
feel strongly that we shouldn't be as
anonymous, they should voice that.
And the poll was a way to do that."
When asked if something besides
anonymity was preventing them from
calling First Step, 71 of respondents
selected "not comfortable discussing
problems with strangers."
"I think part of that is a misunder-
standing of what we do," said Briggs.
"We don't solve problems. Our main
role is providing information."
First Step has the same informal
recruiting process as many student or-
ganizations, the only difference being
Thursday, November ljiy,
hbusing is going to be non-smokin- g,
and therefore the smofc;
housing becomes the most pres-
tigious housing that people want"
said Professor of Religious Stu-
dies Vernon Schubel.
Sale countered this point
saying, "I agree apartments an
considered great housing, k
Tafts are now smoke free ... doras
are nice as well, and honestly,
people are going to smoke in It;
dorms regardless of whateve:
fines we impose."
Following the vote, discu-
ssion immediately began concei-
ting the issue of enforcement
'The only way I see to enforce it-i-s
with very severe penalties," sai;
Ghesquiere. The greatest diffi
culty was seen with enforcing tte
legislature at parties. These
changes,will go into effect sla-
tting next year.
that interested students must comp.
a written application. Once select
by returning First Step members,?
complete a one-da- y training proge
led by the coordinators. Cun&:
there are twenty-fou- r First Step Ber
bers who rotate nightly shifts.
"-vrrPti'-
mp MJP Wfin't Kt S'
calls, other times we'll get sev
in a night," said Briggs.
Despite a resolve to maintaiii&
current format and mission statem
the First Step coordinators are tat"?
steps to increase First Step's visift
on campus. A more extensive ad
using campaign was enacted this
&
In November, the members of fa
Step will meet to discuss the res
of the poll and the direction the met
bers feel the organization should
"We'd really love to be
busy," Briggs said. "We don'tfe
everyone knows we're there and
tt
it's a useful resource."
First Step's phone lin ff
open on Monday, Tuesday
Thursday from 10 p.m. to l-- 3Jj;
Wednesday from 9:30 p.m- - 0
a.m. and Friday and Saturday1
11 p.m. to 2 a.m. First Step "J;
available for chat on AOLlnf
Messenger during these houn
der the screen name First Step- -
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Saturday 3rd
BFEC Community
Volunteer
WnPk-- Day Prenarp rhe
gardens for winter. Bring (0)
clippers and rakes
BFEC, 1 p.m.
Asian Dlnner: Prepared by ASIA
Gund Dining Hall, 6 p.m. .
Dinner Theater: The Importance of Being Earnest
by Oscar Wilde. Email HURLEYD for tickets.
Students and seniors $5, adults $8.
Gund Commons, 7 p.m.
Film: Rosemary's Baby
Higley Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Sports: Men's and Women's Swimming
of Mumia Abu-Jam- al
Dessert and Discussion:
Sponsored by MCC
Snowden Multicultural
Center, 8 p.m
Film: Enemies: A
Love Story
Sponsored by
Hillel
Higley, 8 p.m
i
Series:
r i
vs. Toledo
Ernst Center, Time TBA
Tuesday 6th
Common Hour: Discussion with Katha Pollitt
'Peirce Lounge, 11:10 a.m.
LECTURE: PaM AFRICA, Minister of Confrontation
.
for the MOVE Organization and Director of
International Concerned Family and Friends
ir
I n I
I
f
Friday 2nd
Event: Habitat Pasta Supper
Pastas, sauces, green salad, Italian garlic bread and
dessert table. $5.
Gund Commons Dining Room, 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Debate: The British Invasion
Higley Auditorium, 5:30 p.m.
Event: The Second City National Touring Company
Pick up tickets today in Peirce Lounge 4 - 7:30 p.m.
Rosse Hall 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Dinner Theater: The Importance of Being Earaest
by Oscar Wilde. Email HURLEYD for tickets.
Students and seniors $5, adults $8.
Gund Commons, 7 p.m.
Concert: Organist Terry McCandless .
Church of the Holy Spirit, 5:30 p.m.
Coffee House: Sponsored by Students
for a Free Tibet
.Horn Gallery, 1 1 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Sunday 4th
o Events Listed on
Kenyon Calendar
of Events
Monday 5th
Lecture: "Femi-
nism IN THE
Age of Dubya"
by Katha Pollitt,
columnist for
the New York
Times
Higley, 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday 7th
Lecture: "American
Indians in the
Twenty-firs- t Century"
by David Warren, historian
of North American Indians and
Latin indigenous people
Higley Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Film: Dog Day Afternoon
Higley Auditorium, 10 p.m.
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.Diversions
November 1-- 7
At Kenyon
Thursday 1st
Event: Writers' Harvest Reading
Faculty members and student
read their original works.
Featuring Jennifer
Clarvoe, Janet
McAdams, Kr KJuee
Roval Rhodes, Peterj
RutkofF, David Lynn
and Perry Lencz.
Sponsored by the I
Kenyon Review.
Weaver Cottage,
7:30 p.m.
7 .
Si 7
Around Ohio
To Vernon and Beyond!
Concert: Knox County Symphony. Mount Vernon Nazarene College, Sat. Nov. 3, 8:15 p.m.
Play: Parlor Games by James C. Wall. Thome Performance Hall in the R. R.
Hodges ChapelAuditorium, Mount Vernon Nazarene College. Tonight
and tomorrow, 8 p.m. Students $3, adults $4, children $2.
The Reel World
In Theaters Friday
Pi Domestic disturbance In this thriller, a determinedfather must save his son from his new stepfather, who isnot the man everyone thinks he is. Starring John
Travolta, Vince Vaughn, Steve Buscemi.Teri Polo, Mat-
thew O'Leary and Susan Lloyd. Rated R.
The One Travelling through parallel universes, a man F"
kills the various versions of himself, making himself stron- -
ger each time, until he enters our universe, where he does
not realize he is after himself. Starring Jet Li, Carla Gugino,
Jason Statham, Delroy Lindo and Mark Borchardt. Rated
PG-1- 3.
VJ
Tape When Vin returns to his hometown for a film
festival, he encounters John, who stole and possibly raped
Vin's highschool girlfriend. The two guys spend an
evening talking in a hotel room. Starring Ethan Hawke,
Robert Sean Leonard and Uma Thurman. Rated R.
Ameue This foreign comedy tells the story of a young
French girl who tries her best to help her friends find jf1"'
l a j i s i. rt r . I .love. otarnnguarey jautou, iviatnieu r.assovitz, rvurus, f
Yolande Moreau, Artus de Penguern and Urbain p
Cancelier. Rated R. mm9L- -
(8 0
Monsters, Inc. Two monsters are employed to work
under beds, collecting the screams of children, which
are then turned into energy for monsters. The two mon-
sters accidentally transport a girl to the realm of mon-
sters a strict violation of policy and are thus exiled
to the human world. Starring Voices of: Billy Crystal,
John Goodman, Steve Buscemi, James Coburn, Jenni-
fer Tilly, Bonnie Hunt and Mary Gibbs. Rated G.
Aural Fixation
In record stores now
Smashing Pumpkins, Greatest Hits
Cat Stevens, On the Road to Find Out
The O'Jays, The Complete Bell Recordings
Olivia Newton-Joh- n, A Christmas Collection
' B.B. King and Eric Clapton, Riding with the King
Miles Davis, Tu Tu
Eric Clapton, Reptile
Cunt Black, Greatest Hits II
The Misfits, 12 Hits from Hell
Muddy Waters, Fathers and Sons
Parish House Luncheon Cafe
Pumpkin soup, Georgian cheese bread, Green salad,
Butterscotch brownie sundaes, Cafe chocolat
T--T arcottrt Parish Hdttsf 9ni W. Rrdoktyn. - irO. ."fee;. . - - . - , - . . . j 1 7 ? t j mi
Direct Comments and Suggestions to Heather Owens at owensh kenyon.edu
y
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The other student council
If you're reading this column, it means you've managed to flip
through the News section to Opinions, which means you've passed
page 2. This week, page 2 was home to the Knox County Elections
special, which covers the faces and issues on the Knox County and
Gambier ballot, to be decided in the coming week.
Maybe some of you paused to browse through. But even we, the
authors of the section, admit that the majority of the student body prob-
ably passed it right by.
Let's face it. As students, we tend to be relatively unaware of the
goings-o- n in matters of local government. We concern ourselves with
the issues of our hometowns, and vote in our home states and districts,
if we vote at all.
It's easy to focus on our concerns within student government, brush-
ing aside the local elections as something that doesn't have anything to
do with us. However, when reviewing the perspectives of the candi
dates, it's impossible to deny the intertwined nature of College and
Village life. When Village Council candidates are calling for responsi
bility of students concerning their actions, then maybe we should stop
and think maybe this election does concern us. Some even take the
time to point out the influential relationships between the current Vil
lage Council and the College's student government.
Several candidates offered the same surprising sentiment about
CollegeVillage relations namely, that we Kenyon students aren't so
bad. Some indicate a "students will be students" attitude, others point
to improved relations compared with years past.
And if that's not evidence enough, a member of Kenyon's class of
'01 is running for a seat on council.
Whether or not we acknowledge it, Gambier's Village Council is
concerned about us, and their relations with us. We should repay them
with the same consideration, not only by keeping the volume down on
our way home from weekend festivities, but perhaps by lending our
vote to their elections, making the shaping of our community a coop
erative effort. It might be too late to register this year, but for three
fourths of us, there's always 'the years to come.
It's unlikely that many of us can count friends at other colleges
who vote in the elections at their temporary home. But if Kenyon is
going to continue the boast that its students are also residents of Gam
bier, it's time to acknowledge that we have more of a vested interest in
local politics than one might think.
tiX !Ml i t fe3j.3itK
The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only
to the writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon
Collegian staff. All members of the community are welcome to express opinions
through a letter to the editors. The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right loedit all letters
submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not organizations, and
must be 200 words or less. Letters must also be received no later than the Tuesday prior
to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week
subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members of the editorial board reserve
the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the paper do not necessarily
reflect the views of Kenyon College.
Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH 43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
E-m-
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Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are available for $30.
Checks should be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian and sent to the Business
Advertising Manager Paul Schmid.
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Phil Hinds
Inside the least important meaLof the day
BY SAMANTHA SIMPSON
Midnight Breakfaster
I'd heard there was something
funny about Gund on weekends
after midnight. And I mean funny
as in weird. In fact, I'd heard that
something was more than funny.
It was almost horrifying. The leg-
ends of unruly students disturbing
the peace appeared in the paper
earlier this year. There was even
a letter from a committee about
the students who had gone bad.
And I knew those students, those
bad kids, crept out of the recesses
of Gund after midnight. They had
to be the students who ate Mid-
night Breakfast.
I planned to go to Midnight
Breakfast on Saturday night with
those legends in mind. I usually
skip breakfast in the morning, but
an evening in Gund had the po-
tential for adventure. I fear I
didn't dress for such an adventure,
but I sure wanted to. I just couldn't
find a hard hat with a headlight to
see through the sea pf drunken
party-goer- s. I did have a pair of
boots for wading through
squished food. I laced them up
and braced myself for waffles and
bacon after midnight.
The day was long. The hours
before Midnight Breakfast were
agonizingly dull. Finally, it was
11:00 p.m. I ventured into the
night, ready for anything to hap-
pen the moment I stepped into
Gund. The lighting was dim
throughout the building, and I
heard nothing. Of course, I did
begin my adventure upstairs. The
disorderly conduct couldn't hap-
pen in the game room or the com-
puter lab. The good students were
upstairs, working diligently on
papers and playing brief rounds of
Puzzle Fighter.
The real ruckus was down-
stairs in the scrvery and the din-
ing hall. It was probably so loud
down there, they had to shut the
doors to stifle the noise. Yes, that
was it.
It was 11:30 p.m. when I found
the courage to enter the dining hall.
I was strong. I was prepared for
anything. My eyes would deny no
part of the debauchery I was sure
took place at Midnight Breakfast.
Oh, the stories I would tell! I was
ready .for the horror displays of
disrespect toward elders and
Kenyon property and wanton waste
of perfectly good food.
I was not ready to find Secu-
rity sitting down for a nice chat and
a bite to eat. That was it at 11:30
p.m. on Saturday night. No, that's
wrong. There were also some stu-
dent workers behind the counters
and in the dish room. There was a
table in between the dining hall and
the servery where a man collected
money. I assumed the table also
protected those student workers
from attacks of the students gone
bad. Anyway, the student workers
were there, and they were hanging
out, I guess.
Now, do not think for a mo-
ment that I was disheartened. My
lust for adventure made it clear that
the drunken, disorderly students
were lurking in the darkness and
waiting for Security to clear out of
the dining hall. They are quite wily,
those disorderly students. I also
figured they had to fill up on alco-
hol at the parties up north. There
isn't any alcohol in Gund, and the
adventure can't begin without the
booze.
I was going to have a story to
tell, no doubt.
I got a tip from one of the stu-
dent workers. Things really start
happening at half past one. In that
case, I had to follow the trouble-
makers from the Halloween parties
to Midnight Breakfast in Gund. I
disguised myself as one of them
with a hat and entered the blue-pink-purp- le
haze of a rave. The
smell of alcohol and cigarette
smoke was thick and perfect. I
...iecewte yawi friendi, are Cited o your tip,.
knew these party animals were s-
ilently planning on going to Mi-
dnight Breakfast to indulge their
senses and break stuff. I knew they
were going to take advantage of
the opportunity to make trouble
because their outlandish, holiday
costumes prevented the authorities
from recognizing them. They
could get away with their crimes
of food fighting and the like. I pi-
ctured the empty chairs in Gund and
shook my head. It wasn't going to
stay that way long. Oh, things
were going to start happening at
half past one.
I returned to Gund as some of
the party-goer- s tore themselves
away from Old Kenyon. I knew
where they were going. I antic-
ipated seeing news in the making.
Maybe I'd be the subject of a hea-
dline: "Opinions Page Editor Pelted
with Waffles in Late Night Food
Fray." Nobody was going to be
accountable that night. I was sure.
I was wrong. There were
more students in the dining hall,
but they were tired. They quietly
paid the man at the table between
the dining hall and the servery, and
they picked up some food. Then,
they ate that food. They didn't
throw it. They ate it. One of the
workers started stacking chairs on
the rows of empty tables. It was
1:30 a.m. Where were the rabble-rouser- s
and unruly students? I was
getting sleepy, and this was su-
pposed to be my adventure.
I remembered all the sugge-
stion cards from students that r-
equested some sort of late night
meal time. And here it was, Mi-
dnight Breakfast, and there was
nothing to it. People came, or they
didn't. It was no big deal. 1 ft'1
tricked and robbed. I wanted to
throw a cup or paper dish and start
some trouble for myself. But 1 got
the feeling that the tired kids in
costumes would care less.
So, I went home. Breakfast.
as usual, was worth skipping- -
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more evident than in our treatment
of the environment. It is a comfort-
able world here, and we cannot see
beyond that. No one tells us that the
campus used 30,071 cubic feet of
natural gas at a cost of
$19,865.49 and spent $76,508.02
on 1 ,6 1 8,374-kilowa- tt hoursof elec-
tric power in the month of September.
Though energy production and use
account for 80 of air pollution, we
never see the skies above Gambier
dirty, nor would we expect our fa-
vorite tree on the chapel lawn to be
converted into paper for the print-
ers in the computer lab. So, we do
not do much to care for the earth.
Are we, in effect, being denied
a part of our education? Is this a
responsible practice in a world
where the decisions we make as
individuals and as a country even-
tually come back to haunt us? Why
are we in a system that discourages
us from doing the right thing?
I do not want to blame the
school for this glaring negligence.
Rather I would like to suggest some
things we can do take a more active
role in the environment around us.
The hope is that everyone will make
an effort where they are able.
Use both sides of the paper
when using the copiers.
Buy shampoos and soaps that
are made from vegetable sources
instead of petroleum ones. You are
going to have to head to the store
'Down to Earth' in Mount Vernon
to find some around here.
In fact, when you buy -- anything,
try to keep its environmental
impact in mind. A good place to
x-w
. Intellectual Property
Information Technology
Legal Writing
find eco-friend- ly goods is
www.ecomall.com.
Eat less meat. Vegetables
and grains are much less energy
intensive to raise
Think before you hit the print
button. Do you really need to
waste a whole piece of paper for a
single book title and call number,
or can you write a bunch of possi-
bilities on a single sheet?
If you have to print drafts,
articles or other things where aes-
thetics are not an issue, consider
heading to the Mac lab in the li-
brary basement. Since it is rarely
full, you can put pre-use- d paper in
the printer, carefully stacked and
face-u- p. Just be sure and take the
used paper out when you are done.
"When you are dining in
Peirce, don't reach for the dispos-
able dishes. Use the regular
silverware instead. If you are feel-
ing particularly altruistic, bring
some dishes back with you and set
them next to the disposables, so
others will have an option as well.
We all, to John Darmstadt's
endless and understandable indig-
nation, take cups and plates from
the dining hall. Bring them back!
They give us Styrofoam because
they often run out of the other
stuff.
If you spot a leaky faucet,
give Maintenance a call at 5129.
.
I am sure many students have
shares in the stock market, and cer-
tainly the majority of our parents do.
Every shareholder has a say in how
the company is run. Exercise your
right and insist that the companies in
Trial Advocacy
January Admission
(December LSAT accepted)
I It
"Career and Graduate Professional School Day"
Thursday, Nov. 8,
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. ; Peirce Hall
the John Marshall Law School8
315 South Plymouth Court. Chicago, IL 60604
800.497.3299 www.jmls.eduundergrad
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Protecting the Earth and your GPA doesn't have to be
BY AIM EE ROWE
Guest Columnist
On the surface, Kenyon is
pretty damn close to Eden. De-
spite our heavy work loads and the
sometimes questionable quality of
ourcafetcria food, we have it good.
Surrounded by the inviting beauty
of hundred year old trees, sprawl-
ing green lawns, a clear blue sky
and patchesof forest and farmland
that just beg to be explored, one
can forget that anything else ex-
ists. Indeed, a typical quip about
Kenyon is how oblivious our little
hill is to national and international
events.
We can choose to have al-
most no responsibilities outside of
our schoolwork. Maintenance
workers pick up the trash we leave
around campus and in the hall-
ways. Five days a week, someone
cleans and restocks the dormitory
restrooms. If you feel a little rowdy
late one night and decide to de-
stroy campus property, the school
replaces it without a word. When
our natural surroundings get a little
bit unkempt, Housing and Grounds
is on the scene.
We are free to focus on our
studies, and to build solid rela-
tionships with those around us.
However, we also ease into com-
placency. Most of the
repercussions of our choices are
never felt on campus. Someone
else sends in the monthly utility
bill and makes sure there is enough
food to eat.
Our complacency is nowhere
m
In the Heart of Chicago
John Marshall Law School prides itself on a richThe101 -- year history of diversity, innovation and
opportunity. Learn about our programs and specialties
during our visit to your campus, including:
which you and your parents hold
stock operate in a socially and envi-
ronmentally just manner. For more
information check out
www.shareholderaction.org
""Boycotting is a powerful
tool. ExxonMobile, General Elec-
tric (GE), and Staples do not
deserve our business. Tell them
you are not going to buy their
products until ExxonMobile gets
out of the Arctic, GE takes respon-
sibility for cleaning the Hudson
River and Staples stops selling pa-
per from old growth forests.
Protecting the Arctic Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge hasbecome
a bit of a cliche in the past several
years, but it's an essential part of
American heritage and a symbolic
lUwHiai
Lewis argues
Kenyon's non-smoke- rs
I am writing to criticize the
staff editorial last week regarding
the smoking debate. While it was
well written, I believe that it dis-
played a misunderstanding about
the nature of rights and responsi-
bility, especially when it pertains
to the smoking issue.
In the editorial, which at-
tempts to be evenhanded to both
sides of the debate, it said, "some
fault must go to the non-smoki- ng
residents as well. In order for any
smoking .... regulation to be up-
held, we ench must take personal
responsibility to sec that it is car-
ried out." I am assuming that the
comment intended to lay the onus
of enforcing the smoking ban on
non-smoke- rs and takes fault with
them for not doing so. This is un-
fair. When a group of people
choose to ignore rules that have
Is Kenyon open-minde- d?
How far have we really come
as an "elite-nationa- l liberal arts
college?" How we define the term
"elite" is the true acid test.
In the past four years, the Col-
lege has seen its place on the coveted,
though not really meaningful, US
News& WorldReport list rise precip-
itously. We can finally include
ourselves among such
esteemed names as Swarthmore and
Williams, to name a few.
However, as we elevate our
superficial qualities, it seems that
we have forgotten that a liberal arts
education, though elite in its na-
ture, need not be elite in its aca-
demic methodology. Such arro-
gance invites academic and social
hubris.
Allow me to indulge in an
example gleaned today from an
introductory course in the Depart-
ment of Biology. The professor is
an esteemed and long-tim- e mem-
ber of the department. During a
discussion on the prospects of bio-
technology, the professor made the
following comment: "You can ar
a challenge
battle. If the oil companies win,
other wild places will follow. To
take action visit
www.savethearctic.com.
When you enter the job mar-
ket, think about the environmental
record of your potential employer.
If we all refuse to work for busi-
nesses that operate in an
unacceptable manner, they will be
forced to change. A good source
of information about this move-
ment is www.ecopledge.com.
"Finally, call your members
of Congress when an important
environmental issue is being de-
cided. Force them to pay attention
to your concerns. The Capitol's
switchboard is 1 -8- 00-335-4949, or
try 1-877-86- 6-6836.
liiii ISUlf fill
the rights of
been made clear, holding the
people they hurt responsible is sim-
ply unfair and obscures the issue
at hand.
Private citizens have no re-
sponsibility to enforce the law.
Their only responsibility is to obey.
The issue is that smokers on this
campus have ignored the rules
which makes life unpleasant for
others. Ideally, the ordinary student
at this school has the right to enjoy
the environment provided for in the
rules and regulations of this insti-
tution. It may be necessary to do
actual work to secure these rights,
yet that work should not be viewed
as an exact compensation or price
for those rights, which are in the
context, nothing less than natural
rights.
James Lewis '04
gue that pharmaceutical compa-
nies charge too much for their
prescription drugs, and make a lot
on them. But that is simply a ques-
tion of detail."
For a professor of biology to
simplify human issues of survival,
such as disease treatment, to "sim-
ply a question of detail," shows a
disregard for the complexity of
human problems of modernity.
What is worse, the professor con-
tinued, explaining that academic
research should never be wary of
corporate funding and that biologi-
cal research must be an empirical
answer to global disease cures.
This is arrogance. And this
arrogance taught me that elite sta-
tus is simply that authoritarian
self-importan- ce. If we like the
term "elite" and want to be a part
of the pretentious college club of
the east, perhaps we should rethink
our "liberal arts" status and quit
pretending we are an open-minde- d
institution.
Lane Jost '02
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Katha Pollit tells Kenyon why the Left is right
BY JENNA WALKER
SrafFWriter
A liberal feminist speaker is
coming to Kenyon. "Oh no, not
another allstu war!" groans the
Kenyon population. But this is not
necessarily another allstu war just
waiting to happen.
Though Katha Pollit has been
described as "the best place to go
for original thinking on the Left"
by the Washington Post, don't nec-
essarily think of her as a radical lib-era- l,
suggests Professor of
Women's and Gender Studies
Laurie Finke. "I don't think she'll
be particularly controversial," said
Finke, "because she's so common-sensical- ."
Pollit's talk, "Feminism in the
Age of Dubya," will be held Mon-
day at 7:30 p.m. in Higley Audito-
rium. On Tuesday she will be
speaking again during Common
Hour in Peirce lounge.
"I've always been a big fan of
her writing," said Finke when
asked why she wanted Pollit to
came to Kenyon. Professor of Art
History Melissa Dabakis originally
suggested the speaker to Faculty
Lectureships, while Finke heartily
seconded the suggestion. The
Women's and Gender Studies de- -
Brits and Lords debate
BY MIKE LUDDERS
StafFWriter
Tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. in
Higley Auditorium, the British In-
vasion makes landfall, and it will
not be pretty, or musical.
What the British National
Exhibition Debate will be is
loud, witty, obnoxious and more
fun than one continent can
handle. At least according to
Cassie Brown '03, captain and
head of the Kenyon Debate So-
ciety, the organization sponsor-
ing the event.
Brown drew a clear line between
this weekend's festivities and a
normal round of debate.
"It's not going to be what you
expect from debate," Brown said.
"These people are so good they
can argue their point, be witty and
smart and be entertainers all at
once. It's an exhibition, and the
nature of Parli helps to bring that
to the audience."
Parli, a domesticity for Par- -
liamentary Debate, is a lucid,
spontaneous form of debate based
on the old rules of the English
House of Parliament.
During a round of Parli, teams
of two, one called the "govern-
ment" and one the "opposition
party," clash and slash each other's
arguments over fact, policy or value
while trying to think on their toes
and win the the crowd, or the "mem-
bers of the house," to their side.
Parli is all about audience par-
ticipation and encourages as much
yelling, table-slappin- g, booing and
cheering as any round of profes-
sional wrestling. And there is noth
What: Katha Pollit,
"Feminism in the
Age of Dubya"
When: Monday,
7:30 p.m.
Where: Higley
Auditorium.
partment issued the formal pro-
posal.
Finke likes Pollit's style of
writing because "she's not too
trendy or theoretical, she's reason-
able. I find her very refreshing."
She added that Pollit writes not for
academia, but for the public.
"She's a public intellectual a dy-
ing breed. Her primary venue is
the public, not the academic
world."
Finke has used some of
Pollit's essays and articles in
classes at Kenyon. "If she has a
column on an issue I'm talking
about, I'll use it in class. My main
interest is her political writing, not
her creative writing," said Finke.
Winner of numerous awards,
including the Whiting Foundation
Writing Award and the National
ing fake about the skill that goes
into Parli.
"These guys are amazing, and
so are our guys, a little bit," said
sophomore Phoebe Cohen, a
member of the Kenyon Debate
Society, "but the British are the
top world champions and pretty
much royally kicked our butts last
year."
Last year was the first year
that Kenyon hosted the Brits as
part of their U.S. national tour.
Those who received the butt
kickings were Kenyon's own
Nate Leonard '03 and Peng Wu
'03.
Wu is abroad this year, so the
Kenyon "minutemen" team will
consist of Leonard and well-spoke- n
newcomer Jeff Bridges '03.
Most on the debate squad
agree with Cohen, however, that
the battle could well be a last
stand. Ann Rasmussen, a senior
who spent her junior year abroad
in Great Britain, helped to shed
some light on the advantages en-
joyed by the invading English
team.
"First off, these two are pro-
fessionals. They're so good they
ARBONNEwww. .com
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Feminist speaker Katha Pollit will
Book Critics Circle Award, Pollit
is an essayist, critic and published
poet, with a main focus on social
commentary. Her latest book, pub-
lished in Feb. 2001, is entitled,
Subject to Debate: Sense and Dis-
sents on Women, Politics and Cul-
ture. Among her books of poetry
is Antarctic Traveler, published in
tomorrow
could do this for a living," said
Rasmussen, "Then the thing is that
they have a very strong tradition
of debate in England. Their
schools take it much more seri-
ously than we do here."
The fact that the debate hap-
pens on the terms of British Par-
liament no doubt helps.
Despite the odds being
against them, Bridges and Leonard
displayed some hardcore Ameri-
can bravado during their training
rounds last week. They have
promised to come out of the gates
with sharp-presse- d suits and men-
acing grins on their faces, in the
old Yankee tradition of not know-
ing when to quit.
lit VJ !,
What: British National
Exhibition Debate
against Kenyon
When: Friday,
5:30 p.m.
Where: Higley
Auditorium
Nutrition Aromitberai py
Excel with Natural Vitamins & Progesterone Hormone
AdaJacobsecr.net or 427-333- 7 Free Info & Delivery
Courtesy or Student Artairs
talk in Higley on Monday at 7:30 p.m.
1982. Her most widely-rea- d work
is her column "Subject to Debate,"
published in the left-win- g news
magazine The Nation.'
The issues Pollit has dealt
with in her writings range from
fetal rights, to prayer in school, to
surrogate motherhood, to all-gir- ls'
i trnM i
WJiat did you do with your extra hour
from Daylight Savings?
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schools, to the 1993 Lorena
Bobbitt case, to the war with A-
fghanistan.
Her latest column in the N0.
vember 5 edition of The Nation
deals with the US bombing of Af-ghanista- n.
Pollit compares the
protests of the bombing to the pro.
tests of the Vietnam War in the
''60s, and dismisses the current
protests because of the vast diffe-
rences. She criticizes the idea that
the bombings are wrong because
"no one ... grappled with the ce-
ntral question: If not war, what?"
Speaking about Pollit's polit-
ical views, Finke commented,"!
think she'd be of interest to a wide
range of political views. When
you read her stuff, you just go.
'Yeah, that makes sense.'"
Visit the Collegians
website to read Pollit's
latest column in The
Nation,
httpill
archives.kenyon.edui
collegian
'Grew a mullet."
Sarah Eby '02
"I never knew. Thanks, Colle
gian'.
Andy Tiedeman '04
'Made out with someone."
Pete Horan '04
"Took an adventurous walk and
drank tequila with some random
bald guy who said he was a le-
gendary Peep alumn."
Maggie Lamb '03
Bv Elena Bonon
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BY LIZ PALMER
StafFWriter
Assistant Professor of Spanish
Victor Rodriguez-Nune- z is new to
the Kenyon community this year.
From a look in his abode, it is obvi-
ous that the brick, two-bedroo- m
apartment provides a home to more
than an ordinary Spanish professor.
It is the home of a talented poet,
journalist and his wife.
The Faculty Apartments are
built around a grassy quad that at
this time of year is covered with au-
tumn leaves. From the outside of
this one-flo- or apartment, one would
never guess how much love, spirit-
uality and art are held in between
the walls.
In Rodriguez-Nunez'- s study
can be found relics, religious
candles and other assorted objects,
examples of his spirituality. Relics
include the patron saint of Cuba,
who is the goddess of water, and the
Virgin of Guadalupe, a widely rec-
ognized Mexican saint. One of the
more unique figurines is of St.
Lazarus, a leper with dogs posi
Indian historian talks future
David Warren discusses American Indians in the 21st Century
BY AMANDA CARPENTER
SrafFWricer
For those who feel their
Wednesday night is lacking in
culture, Dr. Dave Warren will be
giving a lecture entitled "Ameri-
can Indians in the 21st Century."
Warren's lecture will take place in
Higley Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Warren, an enrolled member
of the Santa Clara Pueblo, is a his-
torian of North American Indians
and Latin American indigenous
people. He also holds a Ph.D. in
history from the University of
New Mexico.
Warren will be talking of rfew
concepts and expanding bounda-
ries on American Indian history.
"Warren is the first in a series of
distinguished American Indians
who will speak at Kenyon," said
Distinguished Professor of History
RoyT. Wortman. "Since the 1975
American Indian Self-Determinati- on
Act, many innovative things
have been occurring in Native
American tribes in this country."
Warren has held many posit-
ions since this crucial time in his-
tory, and his background is di-
verse. He began his work teachi-
ng at the University of Nebraska,
tioned around his ankles.
"Lazarus is the most important
Cuban god," said Rodriguz --
Nunez. "My mother has a St.
Lazarus relic too." This popular
Cuban god often receives honey,
cigars and water as offerings.
"Catholicism has an ambiguous
relationship with St. Lazarus," said
Rodriguez-Nune- z. "For many it's
considered idolatry."
St. Lazarus is not just an idol
to Rodriguez-Nune- z. He keeps a
relic of Lazarus in his bedroom,
even though he said, "it has broken
every time we've moved."
Rodriguez-Nune- z best de-
scribes his spirituality by saying "It's
not really Catholicism and it's not
really African. It's more of a mix,
mostly influenced by the Yoruba
religion." His interest in popular
Cuban religion is best shown
through his collection of candles that
burn constantly in tall round contain-
ers with saints.
Another interesting piece in
Rodriguez-Nunez'-s study is a blue-color- ed
bottle of water. Rodriguez-Nune- z
and his wife take an annual
Oklahoma State University, and in
the Albuquerque public school
system.
As acting director of the Of-
fice of Indian Education in 1975
and 1976, he worked with the Bu-
reau o'f Indian Affairs in the United
States department of the interior.
He was active at the Institute of
American Indian Arts as director
of curriculum and instruction from
1968 to 1971, director of the cul-
tural research and resources cen-
ter from 1971 to 1988 and acting
president from 1978 to 1979.
From 1988 through 1990 and
again between 1991 and 1992,
Warren served as special assistant
for applied community research in
the Office of the Assistant Secre-
tary for Public Service at the
Smithsonian Institute. In 1990, he
took the position of deputy direc-
tor of the National Museum of the
American Indian, also at the
Smithsonian Institute.
In addition to these standings,
Warren has received appointments
to the National Council of the Hu-
manities (1979-198- 2) by President
Jimmy Carter and to the
President's Committee on the Arts
and the Humanities (1994-199- 6)
by President Bill Clinton for his
Nothing to do?
Yeah, sure, like comps really need
to be researched,.,
write for the Collegian with all that
spare time!
collegian(a)kenyon. edu
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Spanish Prof
trip to a Lazarian church outside of
I lavana, Cuba. Next to this church
is a natural spring which is claimed
to have healing powers. "We wash
all our statues in this water," said
Rodriguez-Nune- z.
Besides these religious ob-
jects, Rodriguez-Nune- z also keeps
his many publication achievements
in his study. He has written and pub-
lished seven books of poetry and
one book of literary criticism on
Gabriel Garcia Marquez's non-fictio- n
works. Magazines such as New
Letters, Mid-Americ- an Review and
Salt Hill have published translations
of his poems.
Rodriguez-Nunez'- s passion for
poetry is also shown through a print
of Margaret Randall, an American
poet and feminist. "She was my
mentor during my first years as a
writer," he said.
Rodriguez-Nune- z met Rand-
all at a literary workshop during his
time as an undergraduate student at
the University of Havana.
Rodriguez-Nune- z describes
Randall and his encounter with her
as "important because she was a real
significant contributions toward
educating others on the history of
American Indians.
Warren has left his handprint
on society by continuing to draw
more people to learn about the
preservation of American Indian
history. Warren uses his expan-
sive knowledge of history in
conjunction with his teaching
experience to enlighten people
in new ways.
"I think highly of his superb
analytical abilities," said
Wortman.' "He's a gifted histo-
rian."
Everyone is invited to attend
this lecture and talk with Warren
about his experience. The funding
for the series this year is provided
by the Kenyon Office of the Pro-
vost with the support of the Presi-
dent, Multicultural Affairs, Stu-
dent Affairs and Occasional Lec-
tureships.
Explore the rigor
Rodriguez-Nune- z
writer and had many important re-
lations with other writers."
Other decorations in
Rodriguez-Nunez'- s study include a
print of the city of Trinidad where
he grew up, a wooden goblet repre-
senting the goddess of poetry and
the Cuban and Oregon flags, repre-
senting both his and his wife's natal
communities.
Another aspect of Rodriguez-Nunez'- s
home is the love found
there between him and his wife,
Kate Hedeen. Hedeen currently
teaches Spanish 111-11- 2 courses at
Kenyon while writing her disserta-
tion on Cuban women poets in the
post-Revoluti- on years.
Rodriguez-Nune- z and Hedeen
first met in graduate school at the
University of Oregon. After realiz-
ing that they had found true love,
despite difficult situations and dif-
ferences in culture and age, they
have been together ever since. In
1997, they moved to Austin, Texas
where Rodriguez-Nune- z got his
Ph.D. at the University of Texas at
Austin.
T H E
LONDON
MlPROGRAM
OF SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE
AND THE
BRITISH AMERICAN DRAMA ACADEMY
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Hedeen nostalgically recounted
the story of their wedding day: "I
taught a class at 8 o'clock in the
morning, then went to City Hall at
10:45 and got married. Afterwards
we went and got a mocha
frappuccino at Starbucks. Then Vic-
tor taught at 1 p.m."
Other glances around their
apartment reveal a fascination with
maps. "We are explorers, our goal
is to go everywhere," said
Rodriguez-Nune- z. After graduating
from the University of Havana, he
taught philosophy at the University
of Santa Clara in Cuba for one year.
Later he moved to Havana,where he
was a journalist until 1988. He con-
tinued his career in journalism from
1988-199- 2, when he worked in
Nicaragua as a journalist and editor
of a cultural magazine.
Roderiguez-Nune- z then moved
to Colombia, where he worked as
an administrator at a university from
1992-199- 4. From 1995 on,
Rodriguez-Nune- z studied at the
University of Oregon and the Uni-
versity of Texas.
Boo! Things were pretty scary this weekend, and it wasn't the ghosts
or the skeletons. Saturday night was the biggest social event this week-
end. Once again Kenyon students went to their costume closets, and we
weren't disappointed.
.
The Delts "Around the World" party succeeded in getting everyone
iii the "partying" mood before the "dry" festivities in Old Kenyon. Some
of the most vocal party attendants in Leonard were surprisingly not fresh-
men girls, but instead Safety and Security, who brought their own party
favors to pass around: write-up- s. Next time when coming to a pre-Hal-lowe- en
party, we hope they'll be a little more original with their outfits.
Even with security chasing people out of the building, it didn't kill
the Leonard spirit. Props go out to the boys of the Japan room and the
"Eski-ho- " girls. All we have to say is this around the world definitely
rocked our world.
Old Kenyon was the next stop on our haunted tour. Starting with
the east side, Epsilon Delta Mu hosted "The Nightmare on Wiggin Street,"
and upon walking in, it looked like Freddy already wiped out the place.
No wonder there were cobwebs everywhere, since no one had been there
for years. There definitely were not any cobwebs in the Peeps room.
With back-to-bac- k bands, people just kept on moving.
When we finally made it to the infamous AD Underground, it was
clear that we weren't just going to see the AD's interpretation of Roy G.
Biv (remember that guy?), but also the wonders of trance music. There
definitely was no bullseye music to be found at this party. For the most
part, it looked like all those people who couldn't think of a costume just
went with something else, skin. Save it for Shock Your Mama, folks.
And remember: if you're going to throw a party, it better be good
because we just might be there. Work hard, play hard, see you next
weekend.
and. excitement of classical training in acting.
Program Highlights
A faculty comprised of Britain's most
distinguished actors and directors
Master Classes
Private tutorials with faculty
Weekly trips to London stage
productions
Participation in staged productions
Choice of semester or full-ye- ar programs
Open to college juniors and seniors in
good academic standing.
Contact
Office of International Programs
Sarah Lawrence College
1 Mead Way, Bronxville, New York 10708-599- 9
(800) 873-475- 2 E-ma- il: slcawayslc.edu
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Earnest shows off
Proceeds from the second annual dinner
BY PETER HORAN
StaffWriter
"There's an awful lot of mis-
understanding going on here,"
said freshman Andy Vaught,
playing the butler, of the produc-
tion The Importance of Being
Earnest.
Oscar Wilde's riotous play is
this year's dinner theater perfor-
mance to be held at Gund Com-
mons Friday and Saturday. Doors
open at 6:30 p.m., dinner begins
at 7 p.m. and the play at 8 p.m.
The dinner is prepared by senior
Alex York with the assistance of
ARAMARK. Tickets are $5 for
students and seniors, $8 for adults.
All proceeds are going to New Di-
rections in Mount Vernon.
The show is co-produc- ed by
the Stage Femmes, Kenyon Col-
lege Dramatic Club (KCDC), and
the Gambier Repertory Ensemble
Actor's Theater (GREAT). It is di-
rected by junior Nate Leonard and
assistant-directe- d by sophomore
Jillian Levine-Sisso- n. The produc-
tion stage manager is sophomore
Rachel Kessler, and her assistants
are sophomore Sarah Meadow and
freshman Michael Ludders. Se-
nior Danni Hurley is the producer.
Of the experience of dinner
theater work, Levine-Sisso- n said
it is her favorite project to do with
regard to drama.
"It's extremely laid back, but
very fulfilling," said Levine-Sisso- n.
Kessler said that using a
"venue like Gund has been a chal
BY JONATHAN KEEFE
Film Critic
Pollock
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Higley A uditorium
To restore order to the dis-
rupted "theme week" schedule that
ran throughout October, KFS pre
sents one of 2000's best films, Pol-
lock. Directed by and starring Ed
Harris Apollo 13, The Truman
Show), Pollock is such an excep
tional film that it shuns the restric-
tive boundaries established by one
of KFS's crude themes.
Setting this biopic in the compel-
ling art scene of 1 940s New York City,
Harris offers a perfect balance between
the private life and the career of leg-
endary American painter Jackson Pol-
lock, and his relationship with his wife,
fellow artist Lee Krasner (Best Sup-
porting Actress winner Marcia Gay
Harden). As Krasner neglects her own
work to promote Pollock's career, Pol-
lock begins to unravel emotionally,
and the two escape to the country.
There, Pollock creates the work that
makes him America's first internation-
ally renowned modem painter. But the
pressures of fame quickly combine
with Pollock's violent temper, his in-
tense self-dou- bt and his nasty drink-
ing habit.
The key to any great biopic is
lenge, but everyone involved has
been accommodating and helpful
despite the "zaniness." Leonard
admits the process has been a
"wild ride," but the cast and crew
have risen to the occasion.
"The play gets bigger and
more enticing every night," said
Leonard. "The production staff
has also been great they're the .
love of my life."
The entirety of the play deals
with relationships and varying de-
grees of romance, and therefore
the characters tend to be associ-
ated in pairs. Gwendolyn (sopho-
more Abbey Simon) and Jack
(sophomore Chris Roberts) are
one of the more significant
couples.
"Gwendolyn is self-center- ed
a little, and believes that everyone
is in love with her," Simon said of
her character.
As for the play as a whole, she
mentioned lots of innuendo. "It
has a lot of sex in it, but 'focuses
on relationships and how superfi-
cial they can become, being based
so much around status, wealth,
even first names," Roberts said.
"It's a jab at the bourgeoisie,
and the title's pun on 'earnest' re-
lates to the play's discussion on
what it means to be sincere, which
relates to Jack a great deal since
his biggest character trait is that
he's a compulsive liar," said Rob-
erts.
Sophomores Elton Hartney
and Ashley James play another big
couple, Algernon and Cecily.
"Algernon is childish and
in the performances, and Ed Harris's
portrayal of Jackson Pollock is in-
credible. His scenes of Pollock's
"action painting" are mesmerizing,
and his drunken rage at Thanksgiv-
ing dinner is far more affecting than
Kevin Spacey 's dinnertime hissy-f- it
in American Beauty. Marcia Gay
Harden turns out to be one of the
few genuinely deserving Oscar-winne- rs
in recent memory, and Jenni-
fer Connelly (Labyrinth, Requiem
for a Dream) shines as Pollock's
young mistress.
Because of its limited release,
not many people saw Pollock dur-
ing its theatrical run last winter. KFS
hopes everyone will take this oppor-
tunity to see a shining example of
why the "only the emotionally tor-
tured can produce great art" mindset
so pervades our culture.
Dog Day Afternoon
Wednesday, 10:15 p..m.
...r r-- l a. j:.
nigiey nuuuorium
Maybe that last review gave the
wrong impression. KFS loves its
theme weeks! Wednesday, KFS
kicks off its "Al Pacino is a Bad-As- s"
week with 1975's Dog Day
Afternoon, the screenplay of which
is adapted from an article written by
Kenyon's very own Writer-in-Resi-den- ce
P.F. Kluge.
Dog Day Afternoon tells the
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
acting and culinary talent
theater will benefit New Directions Women's Shelter
What: The Importance of
Being Earnest
When: Friday and
Saturday, 7 p.m.
Where: Gund Commons
clever, but not naive," Hartney
said. "The play is mostly about
Algernon's interactions with other
people and his finding accidental
love during the course of the
play."
On Cecily, James draws par-
allels to Hartney's character.
"Cecily seems shy and quiet,
but is actually smart and manipu-
lative, getting exactly what she
wants," said James. Disagreeing
with everyone else, she added that
"the play is not about sex."
A third couple is Dr.
Chausible (sophomore Bobby
Bloch) and Ms. Prism (junior
Maggie Lamb.
"Ms. Prism is a sexually re-
pressed schoolteacher, who is
slowly moving into modern times
and wants to find love, specifi-
cally in Dr. Chausible," Lamb
said.
Contrasting her image, Bloch
said his character is "a tradition-
alist attached to the old ways of
the Church, but has some sexual
undertones." Both Lamb and
Bloch agree that the play criticizes
relationships in a high-cla- ss soci-
ety and is very covertly sexual.
incredible-but-tru- e story of a bank
robbery gone horribly, horribly
wrong. Sonny Wortzik (Pacino)
and two accomplices plan to rob a
bank in order to pay for a sex-chan- ge
operation for Sonny's lover.
Once the three men enter the bank,
however, this plan quickly unrav-
els, turning into a two-da- y media
circus. Eventually, an army of po-
lice officers, then the FBI, are called
in, and the hostage situation be-
comes a too-accura- te precursor to
"reality TV" programming.
Director Sidney Lumet (12
Angry Men) again shows his mas-
tery of settings that, in the hands of
a lesser director, would turn claus-
trophobic and smother the life out
I
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Abbey Simon and Chris Roberts
Sophomore Amanda Hol-
lander plays Lady Bracknell, the
orrly character without a match
(even the butler has some French
maids, one played by sophomore
Kerry Shannon). Lady Braeknell
"is an evil temptress shrew, spend-
ing most of her time trying to pre
of a film. Instead, the relationships
that develop inside the bank are lay
ered and interesting, progressing
naturally over the course of this very
long day. John Cazale (The Godfa-
ther, The Deer Hunter) gives an ex-ceptio- nal
performance as Sal,
Sonny's forlorn, dim-bul- b accom
plice, who thinks that Wyoming is
actually its own country.
That said, Dog Day Afternoon
is unquestionably Pacino 's movie,
and Sonny's transformation from a
failed bank robber into a minor me
dia darling ranks among his very
best performances. The scenes of his
interactions with the hordes of po
lice surrounding the bank are among
the most gripping ever filmed.
,
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rehearse a scene for Earnest.
vent the marriage of Jack and he:
daughter Gwendolyn," said Ho!
lander. In a broad sense, Holland
agrees that the play takes a cone
die viewpoint toward relationship
in a Victorian society.
Movie-lin-e: 392.2220
Domestic Disturbance PG13
Fri Thur 5:10, 7:10,9:10
Sa - Su 1:10,3:10,5:10.1
7:10,9:10 ;
Monsters, Inc. 0 i
Fri - Thur 5:00, 7:00, 9:00 J
Sa - Su 1:00,3:00,5:00. ,
7:00, 9J '
,
The One PC13
!
Fri - Thur 5:15,7:15,9.15'
Sa-S- u 1:15,3:15,5:1
7:15,9:15,
R
13 Ghosts
Fri --Thur 5:20, 7:20, 0
Sa-S- u 1:20, 3:20, 5
7:20.9-- -
K-Pa- x
PG15
Fri - Thur 4:45,7:15,9.55
Sa- - Su 1:30,
4:J5-7:15,9-
5
Riding in Cars with Boys PGI-- -
4:15, 7:03. W
1:20,4:1
i.nn W i,
4:30,7:00.
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Coming Soon.
Shallow Hi
Harry P"
Spy Ganij (
'$'? f X I f v ',4'' From Hellj ii
.? W"" I '"V : I Fri -- Thur'
Yahoo! Movies
Ed Harris as Jackson Pollock and Marcia Gay Harden as Lee Krasner in Pollock.
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Writer's Harvest fights hunger with literature tonight
BY RACHEL OPPENHEIMER
AND SARAH RODGERS
Staff Writers
Writer's Harvest may be the
only p'ace yu " f'nd Mdlvaine
Professor of English Perry Lentz,
Robert P. Hubbard Professor in Po-
etry and Assistant Professor of En-
glish American Book Award win-
ner Janet McAdams, Provost Ron
Sharp and Kenyon students reading
their work on the same bill.
They are coming together for
Writer's Harvest, a charitable event
that will benefit anti-hung- er organiz-
ations in Knox County. It provides
achance for writers to share new and
old works in a coffee house setting.
Writer's Harvest, which will be
held tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Weaver
Cottage and will last an hour and a
half, is sponsored and advertised by
the Student Associates of the
Kenyon Review.
"We hope to make Writer's
Harvest an enjoyable evening that
also promotes a good cause," senior
Kenyon Review student intern and
event organizer Jesse Donaldson
said. The event's other organizers
are seniors Abbi Russal and Tory
E Ml. (Ct
Tiat: Writers Harvest
jWhen: Tonight,
7:30 p.m.
Where: Weaver Cottage
Second City promises
BY LAUREN BARRET
StaffWricer
Tomorrow night, world-renowne- d
comedy-impro- v troupe The
Second City will return to Kenyon.
Students will have two opport-
unities to see the comedy pioneers.
They will perform two shows on
Friday, one at 7 p.m. and another at
10 p.m. The event is sponsored by
Social Board.
The Second City, a Chicago-base- d
comedy group, boasts such
alumni as Dan Akroyd, John
Belushi, Chris Farley, Bill Murray
y
!
nPrvisational comedy group Second
Associate Professor of English Timothy Shutt will emcee this year's Writer's Harvest tonight.
Weber.
A suggested $1 donation is re-
quested at the door, and all money
raised at the event will go towards
fighting hunger in Knox County.
The Kenyon Review makes no prof-
its off the annual event.
Donors from the community
helped make Writer's Harvest
possible. The Village Inn donated
$100, and the Red Door Cafe is
providing tea, coffee and baked
goods free of charge.
Writer's Harvest was started
at a national level by Share Our
Strength, an organization dedi
and just about every other notable
Saturday Night Live performer.
Founded in 1959, the group
takes its name from a derogatory
New Yorker article about Chicago.
Originally setting up shop in
a renovated hat store, Second City
has grown from a core group of
eight unknowns to a comedic in-
stitution, featuring three traveling
companies in addition to the
mainstages in Chicago, Detroit and
Toronto.
The troupe grew out of a
small and dedicated group of ac-
tors at the University of Chicago.
I l; j .
City will visit Kenyon for two shows
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cated to raising awareness of
hunger in America. It was
started in 1984 in Washington,
D.C., as a way for people to get
physically involved in combat-
ing hunger instead of simply
signing a check. It has raised
almost $40 million dollars
since 1988.
"The Kenyon Review be-
lieves Harvest should be one of
the most fun events for students
all year. They finally get to hear
their professors read, oftentimes
from unpublished or new work,"
said Donaldson.
lots of laughs in two
Though the University did not
have a drama program, students
such as Elaine May, Mike
Nichols, Paul Sills and Eugene
Troobnick took part in the Uni-
versity Theatre, an extracurricu-
lar drama organization.
After a particularly success-
ful production, the young actors
decided to form their own theater
company, later called the Play:
wrights Theatre Club.
The club lasted for two years,
doing both traditional plays and
original works by the members. It
was shut down in 1955 for viola- -
r
-- in
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secondcicy.com
tomorrow night in Rosse Flail.
Annie Mark
Writer's Harvest is also a ma-
jor event for the creative writing
community at the College. Students
will have the honor of sharing their
work with their classmates, as well
as reading alongside their professors
and professional writers.
"I feel like even my best work
cannot match the achievements of
our professors," said senior Jeremy
Hawkins, "bu I thought that I
could only accept, especially in
light of the purpose."
Reading with the faculty also
has added benefits for the students.
"I think it reminds us that our
tions of the fire code.
The officially named troupe Sec-
ond City opened in December of 1959
as a nightclubcabaret. The original
eight members were Howard Alk,
Roger Bowen, Severn Darden, An-
drew Duncan, Barbara Harris, Mina
Kolb, Allaudin Mathieu and Eugene
Troobnick. Later on Alan Arkin and
Paul Sand joined.
Within a year of its inception,
Second City was a phenomenon, at-
tracting large crowds and often ce-
lebrity attendees.
Over the years, the line-u- p has
changed, with members being
whisked away by television and
movie offers. One of the more com-
mon stops for Second City perform-
ers: Saturday Night Live.
"Second City was my college,
and Saturday Night Live was my
university. I had to go through Sec-
ond City's baccalaureate program
before I could get my master's de-
gree," writes Second City legend
Akroyd in the book The Second City.
Second City has given many
other young actors an opportunity to
hone their skills in front of a live
audience.
"Second City makes it possible
for performers to experience every
actor's nightmare to be in a play
and not know what play you're in
or what your dialogue is. It inspires
a general feeling of delightful hys-
teria," said former member Harold
Ramis Ghostbusters, Groundhog
Day) in the book The Second City.
Eieyond the stage, other per- -
The Kenyon Collegian 11
work is constantly in progress, and
that the artistic process is shared
at all professional levels," senior
Miriam Walden said.
A number of genres will be
represented, including poetry and
fiction. Lentz will read a piece
about William Foster Peirce's ten-
ure as President of Kenyon.
"I am enjoying the formal pos-
sibilities that non-fictio- n offers, and
I think it is a genre that will prob-
ably be less represented ... I am in-
terested in the audience's reactions
to a piece that is both intimate and
experimental," Walden said.
In previous years, organizers
held the then-thre- e hour event in
Gund Commons. This year, they
decided to cut the running time and
hold it in a smaller venue
Weaver Cottage, which was the
original site of the event in or-
der to attract more attendees.
"Now we realize it is better to
scale down Harvest a little and
make it more accessible to the stu-
dents," Donaldson said.
In addition to the literary en-
tertainment, junior Alex O'FIinn
will play the guitar during a ten
minute intermission.
IPHS professor Tim Shutt will
emcee. Other readers include
Shutt, Associate Professor of En-
glish Jennifer Clarvoe, Writer in
Residence P.F. Kluge, Professor of
Religious Studies Royal Rhodes,
Kenyon Review editor David Lynn
and Professor of American Stud-
ies Peter Rutkoff.
shows
: V1 (tit
What: Second City
When: Friday, 7 and
10 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
formers distinguished themselves in
Second City's first foray into tele-
vision, SCTV. The show first aired
on Canadian television in 1976, later
making its way into the U.S. on
NBC in 1981.
Friday's show follows the tra-
ditional Second City mold. The first
half of the performance will consist
of classic skits from Second City
history. At intermission, the mem-
bers will take suggestions from the
audience and use them for the en-
tirely improvised second half.
Doors will open half an hour be-
fore each show. There is no cost for
students, but tickets are required to
gain admission. They will be avail-
able tonight in .Peirce Lounge dur-
ing dinner from 4 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Ten minutes prior to the show,
non-tick- et holders will be allowed
to occupy any empty seats. Due to
safety precautions, no one may sit
in the aisles.
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KC students play the Naz in Knox
BY AMY BERGEN
Staff Writer
On Saturday evening at
8:15, the Knox County Sym-
phony, under the direction of
James D. and Cornelia Ireland
Professor of Music Benjamin
Locke, will begin its season with
a fall concert at Mount Vernon
-- Nazarene College. The sym-
phony is moving beyond Rosse
Hall this year and performing in
various locations.
Audience members will en-
joy a widely varied repertoire,
including Berlioz's "Marche
Hongroise op. 24" from the ora-
torio The Damnation of Faust,
Gliere's "Russian Sailor's
Dance," a popular piece from
Adjunct instructor to present concert of early organ music
BY MATT MCCAW
Staff Writer
Works by such notable com-
posers for organ as Johann
Sebastian Bach, Georg Boehm,
Dietrich Buxtehude, Johann Krebs
and Vincent Lubeck will be fea-
tured tomorrow night in Adjunct
Instructor of Music Terry
McCandless's organ recital. The
recital, sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Music, is free and open to
the public. It will start at 8:00 p.m.
in the Church of the Holy Spirit.
Cass heats
BY DAN ALPER
Music Critic
While this year has been
blessed with a bumper crop of
progressive house mix albums,
highlighted by John Digweed's .
Global Underground, Sander
Kleinenberg's NuBreed, Jerry
Bonham's Spundae Presents In-
terpretations 11 and Lucien
Foort's Singularity 02, Fire Re
cordings aims to reiease the hot
test (sorry, had to do it) mix yet
with Prologue.
Mixed by Cass (one half of
sublime production team Cass &
Slide, whose own artist album is
slated to drop sometime next
year), who in addition to being a
superb DJ also owns and runs Fire
Recordings (along with Slide and
Lee Burridge, profiled earlier this
year in this column), Prologue
definitely pac' .. more than
enough punch for any and all dis
cerning dance fans. Over the
course of two CDs and twenty-thre- e
tracks (only one of which
was not released on Fire), Cass
works his considerable DJ talents,
weaving together a spellbinding
mix of mind expanding tracks
guaranteed to get heads nodding
and bodies moving.
Many of the tracks featured
on this compilation are made by
Cass & Slide, either in tandem or
solo, but that makes sense, seeing
as how this CD is designed to be
a retrospective of Fire's first year
the ballet The Red Poppy, and
Bizet's Symphony no. 1 in C Ma-
jor.
"One of the most interesting
things I discovered in research-
ing this concert was that Sym-
phony no. 1 by Bizet was written
when he was seventeen years
- old," Locke said. Also on the pro-
gram is Vivaldi's Concerto for
Guitar in D Major op. 59, fea-
turing soloist Michael Bjelica on
guitar. Bjelica, an Adjunct In-
structor of Guitar at Kenyon,
has releasedJwo recordings and
performed concerts throughout
the United States. The concerto
itself was adapted for guitar from
Vivaldi's Concerto for Mandolin.
After the events of Septem-
ber 11, Locke added a patriotic
The selection of compositions
to be performed will focus prima-
rily on early organ compositions,
particularly those from the early to
middle Baroque period of musical
composition. McCandless focuses
his work primarily on early music
performance, and his studies con-
tinue to focus upon this style of mu-
sic. He frequently travels to Europe
to study early music onjiistoric pe-
riod instruments, and he looks for-
ward to showcasing a number of such
works for the Kenyon community.
McCandless's recital will.be
things up
in business, and Fire is Cass &
Slide's record label. However, the
fact that many of Cass's own tracks
are featured on the album does not
take away from the mix one bit, as
many of them have been expertly
reworked by fantastic remixers,
and these songs were some of the
biggest and baddest dance tunes of
the past year. CD One starts out
with the signature Cass & Slide
track "Opera," nicely remixed by
Stealth, before moving into the
bouncy, playful Tom Morgan
Booty Bounce Mix of Cass' "The
Trader" (which turns up again on
CD Two, expertly tweaked by
Lemon 8).
Within the next three tracks,
Cass throws down house vocal
anthem "So Strong" by Ben Shaw
featuringAdele Holness not once,
but twice, sandwiched around
Sean Cusick and Rogue Audio's
"Fire Escape." While this may
seem odd, throwing the same song
in twice, especially in such close
proximity to each other, Cass is
able to pull it off. Why? First, be-
cause the tune is a dance floor
monster (only Kings of
Tomorrow's "Finally" is a better
vocal house record released this
year), and because the remixes,
courtesy of Cass & Slide vs. Meat
Katie and the impeccable Soul
Mekanik, are groovy as all hell.
Also, neither remixes utilize the
full vocals of the original, thus the
mix does not seem repetitive by
hearing the same vocals twice.
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number to the program. "We
have added an arrangement of
America the Beautiful in light of
the situation in America ... that
will open our concert," he said.
Audience members will be in-
vited to sing along.
"I'm enjoying America the
Beautiful more than I had antici-
pated," Locke said of the re-
hearsal process. "It does stir
emotions and appropriate feel-
ings of patriotism."
The Knox. County Sym-
phony is made up of about
twenty-fiv- e Kenyon students,
several community members
and a few local high school stu-
dents.
Locke had high praises for
the group this year.
an excellent opportunity for those
unfamiliar with the Holy Spirit or-
gan, or with McCandless' perfor-
mances, to enjoy this instrument
that the church is lucky to hold.
The church was constructed
with a large pipe organ, which was
removed in 1984. The hardware of
this organ remains, housing the
current tracker organ which was
constructed and installed by noted
organ builder Karl Wilhelm. In
conjunction with the traditional
architecture of the Church of the
Holy Spirit, this dramatic organ
on latest release with
While the first half of CD
One is more on the mellow and
groovy side, things begin to get
deeper, darker, groovier and just
more straight up bumping on the
second side of the disc, high-
lighted by Slide's "Future Disco,"
Cass' "Revelations," and the Phil
Smart and Jamie Stephens's Pro-Te- c
Mix of Cass' "Genesis." The
original "Genesis" was an abso-
lute beast of a record, featuring
slinky basslines, pounding drums,
' tweaked out vocals which evoked
images of God on the day of cre-
ation, and funk for days. The
amazing thing about the Smart &
Stephens remix is that by subtly
tweaking and tugging at the origi-
nal, lowering the intensity of the
drums but fleshing out the sick
bass groove, the remix manages to
actually stand up to the original.
CD Two picks up right where
CD One left off, layering groove
after groove of deep, dark, pro-
gressive dance madness. The disc
is highlighted by the Evolution
mix of "Opera," the aforemen-
tioned Lemon 8 remix of "The
Trader," and the only non-Fir- e
Recordings track, Jimmy Van M
and Cass & Slide's remix of
Sasha's "Lupus," a track from his
supposedly forthcoming artist al-
bum, as well as standout tracks
like "One" by Aria and "Malad-
justed" by Andy Page & Lee
Burridge. The deep bass thump of
"Reservation" by Brethren, di-
rectly proceeded by the low-ke- y,
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County Symphony
"It's a very talented group,"
he said. "The woodwinds in par-
ticular have been very strong."
Another section amplified this
year is percussion, with commu-
nity members Megan Harvey,
Kathleen Locke and Debbie
Lowman allowing for more
complete renderings of pieces
during rehearsals.
This year's orchestra, with
its mix of new and returning
members, is "a notch above the
ordinary in terms of raw talent,"
according to Locke.
The concert on February 9
will feature more of Kenyon mu-
sicians' individual talent. Senior
Soprano Sara Beddow and
sophomore oboist Liz Delisle,
winners of the Young Musicians
provides an excellent performance
space for the compositions for the
Baroque compositions that
McCandless will perform.
McCandless is a native of
Mount Vernon, and is proud to
both teach and perform in the place
of his birth. A graduate of Mount
Vernon Academy, McCandless
later received his bachelor of mu-
sic education degree from South-
ern Adventist University. In addi-
tion, he holds a master of music
degree from the University of Ten-
nessee. Prior to joining the faculty
tripped out grooves of "Lupus,"
will certainly get many hands in
the air, heads nodding and feet
moving.
Then again, most of the tracks
on this compilation will do that,
because it's damn good. It's un-
fortunate that this album, at least
currently, is only available on im-
port, forcing those of us in the
States to pay through the nose to
get it. However, it is well worth
whatever time and money you
have to spend to get it, for it is cer-
tainly one of the better compila-
tions of any variation of dance
l: NV1 (it
What: Knox County
Symphony Orchestra
When: Friday, 8:15 p.m.
Where: Mount Vernon
Nazarene College
Competition, will perform in ad-
dition to the orchestra.
Their second concert will be
at the First Presbyterian Church
in Mount Vernon, and the third will
be at Kenyon.
Saturday's performance will
offer the opportunity to buy sea-
son tickets, which, for Kenyon
students, are $5 for all three co-
ncerts.
at Kenyon, McCandless taught at
Otterbeyi College in Westerville,
Ohio. He is also minister of music
at Epiphany Lutheran Church in
Pickerington, Ohio.
'1 (l?r
What: Organist Terry
McCandless
When: Friday, 8 p.m.
Where: Church of the
Holy Spirit
Prologue
music to be released this year.
Prologue accomplishes a few
notable things, in that it proves thai
Fire is a label to watch as it con
tinues to grow beyond its first year
in business and already solid ros
ter of releases, and that Cass is
vastly ascending to the upper
echeleon of DJ talent. This mix CD
is sure to raise the bar a few
notches for all forthcoming mix
compilations, as well as make
more than a few DJs and several
thousand progressive fans sweat
from the heat contained on thesei
two CDs.
.
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Cass and Slide combine talents on Prologue, Fire Recordings' latest release
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Lidy swimmers score near perfect at NCAC relays
BYJUSTIN KARPINOS
Staff Reporter
The Kenyon Ladies swim
team opened the 2001-200- 2 sea-
son Saturday in fine form.
Swimming at home as the host of
the NCAC Relays, the Ladies won
all eight swimming events and nine
of ten events overall en route to a
near-perfe- ct score of ISO points,
far ahead of runner-u- p Wooster.
The meet showcased the
sprinting corps of the Ladies, who
decisively beat Denison, last year's
NCAA team champion, in six
' closely contested races. The meet
opened with the 200 medley relay
team of Beth Galloway '04, Betsy
Garratt '03, Madeleine Courtney-Brook- s
'02 and sophomore transfer
Agnese Ozolina besting Denison's
quartet that featured three-fourt- hs
of last year's national record-set-tingtea- m.
The Kenyon team, which
finished in an NCAA provisional
qualifying time of 1:49.29, also
featured three-fourt- hs of last year's
national runner-u- p team, with
Ozolina replacing Sarah Leone '01.
The afternoon continued in
similar fashion. Using the mo-
mentum of the meet's first race,
the Ladies took control and did not
look back. Sparked by standout
performances from Ozolina, a
member of the 2000 Latvian Olym-
pic team, and Galloway, whose
sprinting prowess has made her an
integral part of the team during her
brief career as a Lady, the Ladies
showed a decisiveness that may
have been absent during the meet
last year, when Denison won the
first relay and did not relinquish
the lead all day long.
In the second race of the after-
noon, the 200 backstroke relay , the
Kenyon team of Sarah Retrum '03,
Galloway, Erinn Hurley '03, and
first-ye-
ar Meilyn Chan swam
stroke for stroke with Denison.
Denison's anchor, ail-Americ- an
backstroker Leah Favret, appeared
to take the race from Chan in the
final ten yards. It was soon re-
vealed afterwards, however, that
Favret false-starte- d, which dis- -
Men's swimming
BY LOGAN WINSTON
Sports Editor
The Kenyon Men's 2001-200- 2
swim season has exploded
onto the NCAC scene this year,'
winning every event in the season
opening all NCAC relays held at
the Ernst Fitness Center Saturday.
Led by captains Mike Bonomo '02
and Connor Sheehy '02, the Lords
have made it obvious that yet again
'hey will be a force to be reckoned
with.
"It was an impressive show-m- g
--of team unity and progress,"
said Bonomo. "We came together
when it counted and that's always
important."
Read Boon '03, Chris Brose
'2, Marc Courtney-Brook- s '04
A Lady swimmer races freestyle
qualified the Denison team, giving
the race to the Ladies and leaving
the Denison "B" team in second
place, over five seconds behind.
The 200 meter breaststroke
relay played out similarly to the
race before it. This time, the La-
dies looked to Garratt, Ashley
Rowatt '03, first-ye- ar Brooke
Birchell, and Ozolina. The race
was between Kenyon and Wooster;
after the Ladies produced another
come-from-behi- nd victory, it was
revealed that the Wooster anchor
had false-starte- d. Denison moved
to second, and Wooster's "B" team
was a distant fifth.
Although the meet was not
necessarily representative of the
versatility and depth of any of the
teams, the 500 Crescendo relay
was the first event of the day to
showcase some of the more middle
distance-orientedswimme- rs. Once
again, Galloway and Ozolina gave
the Ladies an early lead Gallo-
way with a leadoff 50 spl it of 24.75
(narrowly missing the NCAA con-
sideration time of 24.69), and
Ozolina with a 100 split of 52.63.
Courtney-Brook- s, who is more of
a middle distance freestyler,
showed some speed as she opened
the gap between Kenyon and
and Leandro Monteiro '05 led off
the Kenyon men's victory by win-
ning the 200 yard medley relay in
1 :36.32. Denison's relay team was
2.03 seconds slower than Kenyon's
"A" squad, and 0.97 seconds faster
than Kenyon's "B" squad.
In the next event, Boon,
Courtney-Brook- s, Monteiro and
Carlos Vega '03 broke the all time
conference record in the backstroke
relays, finishing in 1:35.45.
Denison was 4.45 seconds off of
the Lords in this race and were yet
again sandwiched between a
Kenyon "A" and a Kenyon "B"
team.
Boon led off the 200 yard
breaststroke relay, finishing in
27.87, followed by team captain
Bonomo, who finished in 27.98,
rr-s- r :
-
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Denison, and Kathleen Moore '04,
a true distance athlete, maintained
the lead to finish in 4:41.16, just
short of the meet record of 4:39.40
set by the Ladies in 1998.
The 200 meter butterfly relay
was the closest face of the entire
meet. Courtney-Brook- s, first-ye- ar
Courtney Stecz, Galloway and
Chan were challenged throughout
by Denison. Denison's national
record-hold- er Mollie Parish gave
the Ladies all they could handle,
splitting 26.10, the fastest split of
the meet, to Chan's 26.89. Chan
hung on, however, and the
scoreboard showed Kenyon at
1:48.29 to Denison's 1 :48.30, giv-
ing the race to the Ladies by a
single hundredth of a second.
Senior captain Courtney-Brook- s
saw this race as
representative of the entire after-
noon. "For Chan to go up against
the fastest butterflyer in Division
III history like that and hold on was
really gutsy. That's exactly what
we did well as a team getting in
and racing well."
The 1500 freestyle relay
gave the Kenyon distance women
a chance to join in the effort.
Last year, the Ladies relied ex-
tensively on the strength of their
off on the right flipper
followed by Brose who finished in
28.29, and concluded by Petar
Krvaric '04 who finished in 27.10.
The team finished in 1:5 1.24 over-a- ll
to set a new conference record
for the 200 meter breaststroke re-
lay. Bonomo was happy with the
performance.
"Overall I was pleased but
there is room for improvement,"
said Bonomo. "We swam well."
Boon, Brose, Courtney-Brook- s
and Monteiro won the 500
yard freestyle relay in a time of
4:10.17, more than ten seconds
faster than their seed time,"and
more than three seconds faster than
Denison's "A" squad.
Thomas Ashby '05, Courtney-Brook- s,
Joe Strike '04 and Vega
continued Kenyon's winning
J
David Yogg
500 and 1650 swimmers, and this
proved to be a pitfall of the team
at the NCAA meet. The distance
swimmers were clearly not the
focus of Saturday's meet, but
their efforts were still more than
enough to assert themselves as
the class of the field. The gradu-
ation of four All-Americ- an
distance women leaves the La-
dies with some question marks
in the distance freestyles this
year. Nonetheless, the trio of
Moore, Courtney-Brook- s, and
Kristin Landry '04 distanced
themselves from Denison. The
Kenyon "B" team of Hillary
Strong '04, Abby Rokosch '02
and Katherine Holland '03 also
had a solid swim, good enough
for third place.
The 400 Individual Medley
relay was the largest margin of
victory for the Ladies. Courtney-Brook- s,
Retrum, Garatt and
Ozolina ran away with the race,
winning in 4:08.66, over six sec-
onds ahead of second-plac- e
Wooster. This race was the only
record-breakin- g performance of
the women's meet, as Kenyon
beat the old record of 4:09.15,
set by Kenyon in 1998.
The Ladies sealed their vic
streak, taking the 200 yard butter-
fly relay in 1:34.65. Denison
finished more than four seconds
later.
Krvaric, Monteiro and Elliot
Rushton '05 set a new conference
record in the 1500 yard freestyle
relay, finishing the series of thirty
50 yard swims in 14:11.21.
Denison's "A" team was nearly
thirty seconds behind Kenyon's
"A" when they crossed the finish
line.
Boon, Courtney-Brook- s,
Krvaric and Monteiro were at it
again in the 400 yard medley relay.
They took first place, finishing in
3:39.86. Denison was almost six
seconds behind.
The Monteiro, Courtney-Brook- s,
Boon and Brose combo
tory with this win, but secured
their dominance with a 1.5-sec-o- nd
victory over Denison in the
final race, the 200 meter freestyle
relay. Ozolina, Galloway,
Garratt and Courtney-Brook- s
combined to finish in a strong in-seas- on
time of 1:38.14, a time
which already provisionally
qualifies for the NCAA champi-
onships and is only a second off
the automatic qualifying time.
Ozolina's 24.56 leadoff was a
consideration qualifying time as
well, and Galloway's 23.86 spl ft,
the fastest 50 freestyle of the
meet, reinforced herstatusasone
of the dominant sprinters in the
conference.
The Ladies finished the meet
with 1 80 points, assisted by the first-plac- e
performance of divers Jessi
Bellama '02 and Liz Gunnar '05 on
the 1 -- meter board. Denison, in spite
of dominating Wooster in seven of
the eight swimmingevents, suffered
from a lack of points in diving, and
Wooster used a second-plac- e finish
on the 1 -- meter board to secure their ,:
second-plac- e team finish.
For Courtney-Brook- s, the
team's performance reflected a
solid collective effort. 'There were
few outstanding performances,"
she said, ""but the entire team
showed that we can be competi-
tive, even in the sprint events.
"We were ready to go this year.
It wasn't just races like Meilyn's.
All our relays, down to our 'C and
'D' teams were winning the close
races, and that reflects a lot about
our attitude right now.
"We want to be the ones win-
ning the close ones," she said.
"Especially right now, early in the
season, we want to compete well
and win the races that are coming
down to tenths of seconds. That's
going to be very important later
on."
The Ladies swam against the
Ohio University Bobcats last night;
however, results were not avail-
able at press time. Kenyon takes
on Denison at home next Friday,
November 9, and travels to Toledo
on Saturday, November 10.
joined forces once again to capture
the final event, the 200 yard
freestyle relay. Finishing in a very
impressive 1:26.24, the Lords just
barely edged out Denison, who
finished in 1:26.8.
Despite a few close calls and a
few decisive wins this year's Lords
proved their worthiness of continu-
ing the Lords swimming dynasty.
.They won the meet with 160 points,
and were followed by Wabash who
finished with 152 points. Bonomo
recognized the achievement of his
team, while ultimately finding room
for improvement.
"It was a great first meet, though
this is just a stepping stone towards-- "
achieving our goal. With our goal
being to swim well at Miami and the
nationals."
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Denison steals 1-- 0 win from Lords in home finale
BY JEREMY SUHR
Senior Staff Reporter
Thanks to a 68th minute goal
from first-ye- ar Laurence Vallee,
Denison University's men's soc-
cer team edged past Kenyon 1-- 0
Saturday in the Lords' home fi-
nale. In a hotly contested match
-a--
with 41 fouls and six yellow
cards four to Denison, two to
Kenyon the Lords struck 14 shots
on target to Denison's eight but
found their final touch lacking. Said
Coach Des Lawless, "though I felt
Denison had more possession of
the ball, they really did not threaten
us or get in behind us ... I felt
throughout the game we created
the better chances but did not take
them."
Moyo agreed, "I think we
played well, but our passing was a
little bit off the mark. I thought
everyone played with great inten-
sity. We defended very well, and
we had a better share of the chances
... In games like that one, mistakes
are really costly. We made one
Football suffers defeat at hands of Ohio
BY JAY HELMER
Sports Editor
One week after being "the
other team" in the nationally cov-
ered game in which Oberlin .
snapped their more than four year
losing streak, the 0-- 6 Kenyon
Lords attempted to rebound this
past Saturday. Their opponent,
however, was not an easy one.
The Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan
entered Saturday's contest
unranked in the Division III poll,
but they stood at 6-- 1 and in a tie
for second place in the NCAC.
They were what coach Vince
- Arduini has called a school "with
a much better program." And he
saw the game as a microcosm of
what has defined the Lords' sea-
son. The situation on Saturday
did not appear conducive to the
Lords winning their first game of
the season.
And it wasn't. Much like the
previous game against Oberlin,
the Lords fell into an early defi-
cit as OWU scored three first
quarter touchdowns to open up a
21-- 0 lead.
In the second quarter, after a
Bishop touchdown to make the
score 28-- 0, the Lords offense be-
gan to show signs of life. In a
span of four minutes late in the
period, Kenyon posted two
scores, both on passes from se-niorquarterbac- kTony
Miga.The
first was a three yard pass to
sophomore wide receiver Milan
. Perazich and later a ten yard strike
toseniorrunningbackNeil Hall.
But that is as close as the
Lords would come. An OWU
field goal as the halftime buzzer
sounded made it 31-1- 4.
The second half belonged to
"OWU. The Lords surrendered a
pair of touchdowns in each of the
final two quarters, while remain-
ing scoreless, en route to a 58-1- 4
Bishops win.
mistake in the game and they capi-
talized on it."
Both teams travel to Dela-
ware, Ohio Friday to play in the
NCAC conference tournament
where Kenyon, as the fourth seed,
meets the hosts Ohio Wesleyar
University, and Denison, seeded
second, faces Allegheny College.
Kenyon opened the match
positively, and ten minutes in jun-
ior Tyler Perfect very nearly put
the Lords on the scoreboard, but
his header off a corner kick from
senior Kulu Moyo flew just over
the crossbar.
Denison responded with a
quality chance of their own three
minutes later, only to see Kenyon's
first-ye- ar 'keeper Colin Blanche
pull off an athletic diving save to
divert a dangerous free kick wide
of the goal.
Perhaps Kenyon'sbest chance
in the match came in the 15th
minute when Perfect dribbled into
the box and laid the ball back to an
unmarked Moyo who unleashed a
powerful first-tim- e volley from
. After the game, the Lords
repeated the same mantra that
they have had all season. In the
words of Miga, "they were a good
team, but we did things to beat
ourselves. We haven't really per-
formed up to our potential
consistently all season, and that
has really hurt us."
One statistic that must have
been particularly disturbing for
the Lords was the 474 rushing
yards allowed, the fourth con-
secutive game in which Kenyon
has given up more than 250 yards
on the ground. Seven of the eight
touchdowns against the Lords
were from the rush. When one
looks at the defensive statistics
from Saturday's game, three
Lords registered more than 14
tackles each: senior defensive
back Kris Cheney (18.5 tack-
les), freshman Calvin Hatfield
(19.5 tackles) and senior line-
backer Ben Mellino (14.5
tackles). However, Arduini made
the point that "our best defense
is having the offense out on the
field." This is an endeavor in
which the Lords were not very
successful, as OWU ran 83 plays
from scrimmage and controlled
the ball for significantly more
than half the game.
For the time the offense was
on the field, they were only
mildly effective. Perazich did
have a good game, catching
seven balls for a hundered and
four yards, and Miga threw for
169 yards despite being forced
to work in the face of constant
pressure from the OWU defense.
Arduini believed the offense to
be "inconsistent ... it has been
very difficult to put a series and
plays together ... the bottom line
is we are not playing very well."
The OWU game left the
Lords' record at 0-- 7. And it is
clear that the team that Arduini
has described as "having their
beyond the box that Denison's
'keeper just managed to tip past the
post. Six minutes later, Moyo
turned provider, and from wide
right sent a cross into the box thai
Perfect skied above two Denison
defenders to meet with his head,
only to see,the ball loop over the
bar.
Gradually Denison seemed to
settle into the match and domi-
nated play for long stretches,
maintaining possession and keep-
ing the ball in the Kenyon half.
Nonetheless, Kenyon's defense,
led by the solid central pairing of
sophomore Jeff Embleton and first
year Barret Bohnenegel, held firm
and denied Denison any clear-cu- t
chances, and the two sides entered
the half knotted at 0-- 0.
The second half opened with a
scare for Kenyon, as seven min-
utes in first year Chad Huber was
sent through with only the goalie
Blanche to beat. With Bohnenegel
rapidly closing in on him from
behind and Blanche charging out
at him, Huber knocked his shot
backs against the wall" has not
been able to correct the prob-
lems that plague their team.
Three days after the OWU
game Arduini described the state
of the Kenyon program. "We just
don't have enough man power ...
every team that we play is bigger
than we are ... I look at the games
we've won in the time that Arduini
has been at Kenyon; we have been
overmatched in those games ....
We have to play maybe not the
perfect but pretty darn close to a
perfect game to win. It is very
hard to play the perfect game, not
many teams do, but that's what we
have to do.'"
The plight of the Lords seems
dreary, and one might wonder if
they might be better off playing a
schedule that includes less teams
from football driven Ohio and sur-roundingar- eas.
However, Arduini
seems unwilling to take that route.
"I don't want to play a soft sched-
ule, I want to play the good teams
in our conference, but I also want
to compete with them." He does
acknowledge, however, that while
the names on the Lords' schedule
haven't changed much in recent
years, the caliber of teams from
those schools has. "I think the con-
ference has changed dramatically.
We are playing people where there
is a pretty strong emphasis on foot-
ball."
The inevitable next question
is whether or not Kenyon falls into
the category of having a strong
emphasis on football. "Yeah foot-ba- ll
is important here," said
Arduini. "We'd like to say that's
important enough to say that we
want to win; I'd hope that that is
the case."
Football may be important;
however, this season has made it
evident that the team needsto im-
prove.
The Lords, however, look to
improve the quality of the pro
harmlessly wide of the post. Then,
a minute later, the Lords were hit
with the loss of Moyo, who
reaggravated an ankle injury and
was forced to watch the remainder
of the match from the sidelines.
As the match wore on, the
challenges became increasingly
reckless, and Denison picked up
all four of its yellow cards over a
fifteen minute span midway
through the second half.
Then, almost out of nowhere,
Denison grabbed its goal in the
68th minute. Capitalizing upon an
apparent miscommunication be-
tween Bohnenegel and Blanche,
who both chased a ball that had
been almost aimlessly crossed into
the box only for neither to claim it,
Denison's Vallee tucked in be-
tween them, nicked the ball away
from a sliding Blanche and knocked
it home from a tight angle.
Following the goal, the Lords
swarmed forward in search of an
equalizer, and for a while even
deployed four attackers up front,
as Coach Lawless substituted de
gram in the future. "The lifeline to
any program is the players that
you have" said Arduini. "When
you recruit, you better recruit play-
ers that could play at OWU,
Wittenberg ... etc.
Arduini pointed to one pri-
mary difficulty in recruiting. "The
facilities have to improve." This
statement has been echoed by
many of the athletes who choose
to come to Kenyon. However, the
number of people who come to
Kenyon for football is not high.
Arduini noted that just 44 people
in the entire applicant pool for the
class of 2005 had an interest in
playing football.
"What we have to do is in-
crease the number of applicants
that are interested in playing col-
lege football and are the caliber
that you feel likeyo u can go out
there and win with."
At big Division I schools with
powerhouse athletic programs, the
trend has all too often been to
accept students with athletic tal-
ents but less academic capabilities.
This is a practice that is not en-
couraged by Arduini.
"We want to attract the best
football talent, but I'm not inter-
ested in recruiting guys who are
not good fits for the school."
In order for the Kenyon foot-
ball program to be successful,
Arduini believes that "you pro-
spective student-athlete- s come
here as a student first ... but foot-
ball has to be right there. n
fender Embleton for junior for-war-
d
Victor Mpofu with eleven
minutes to go. While the emphasis
on attack succeeded in creating
chances, Kenyon was unable to
put any of them away, as several
players saw shots either fly wide or
saved by the 'keeper. Indeed, right
up-t- o the final whistle, the Lords
subjected Denison to a flurry of
pressure and shots.
With the loss, Kenyon ended the
season with an overall record of 8-5- -3
and a conference record of 6-2--1. Said
Coach Lawless, "Every player this
season has contributed to the success
this year. I know the players are loo-
king forward to the game Friday
evening.. .This is the partoftheseason
that I really enjoy."
Moyo agreed, saying "Everyone
is excited about the game. Players are
talking to each otherabout strategies to
beat OWU." The Lords and OWU
played October 16th at Kenyon, when
OWU left Mavec field with a 2-- 0
victory. The Lords will look to return
the favor when they visit Delaware
Friday.
Wesleyan
The recruiting situation may
be a difficult challenge, but it is
something that must be tackled in
the offseason. For now, the Lords'
primary concern is the tackling
that remains to be done this se-
ason, namely on Saturday as the
Lords travel to Thiel. Thiel d-
efeated Grove Cirty earlier this
season, the same Grove City that
beat the Lords 41-- 6 in the opening
week of the season.
According to senior Andy
Pillay, "Thiel is definitely a much
improved team, but once again we
are very capable of beating them.
It's a matter of execution. If we do
what we are supposed to do than
we shouldn't have a problem wi-
nning."
That "if has unfortunately
been a big one for the Lords this
season, and Pillay realizes that wi-
nning is not necessarily the only
standard by which this Lords team
judges itself. "Obviously the se-
ason has been pretty frustrating."
said Pillay. "At this point in timeit
is more about who you are as a
team and what kind of charade!
this team has. It's about how you
deal with adversity, especially
when you have everything wor-
king against you. It's about how you
come together as a team and con-tinnpt-
n
wnrk hard davinandda)
" fl
out regardless of outcome.
though the odds appear sta icked
against them, if they play the pe-
rfect
be agame, the outcome may
favorable one. :
Clubs Student GroupsFraternities - Sororities - -
Earn $1 ,000-$- 2 ,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today.
Contact Campusrundraiser.com at (888) 923-323- 8,
or visit vAvw.campusfundraiser.com
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Volleyball takes 1 of 4 at Kenyon Invitational
. . . .. . ....r. ,rf nncnrai i in j relieved theirdo.firiKt irde icits. IUnfortunatelyInfnrtiinjitoli, o 6: i wBV JAMES ROSENBLUM
Staff Reporter
Kenyon hosted its own 5 team
tournament this past weekend, as
Albion College, St. Mary's Col-ieo- e
the College of Wooster and
I Denison University made the trek
loTomsich Arena. Kenyon s ulti-
mate goal was to extend their recent
winningstreakand improve their 2-- 18
record.
They took on the Albion Coll-
ege Britons in the first match. In the
same fashion that many of their
matches have gone over the past
year, this too was a seesaw affair
that saw both teams try i ng to scratch
out a victory.
Game 1 started slow, but event-
ually both teams gained
momentum. Down 21-2- 5 and with
the momentum in the favor of their
foes, the Ladies struck back with a
vengeance. Atip by Maria Villegas
'05 sealed the fate of the Britons
and the Ladies took the game 30-2- 7.
Game2wasdifferent.The
score was tied. a atat-- z24-2- 4 as Kenisnvon game 5, the Ladiesies quickly,ckW fellt into
Ladies field hockey
BY TEDDY SYMES
Staff Reporter two
last
On a chilly weekend to be
wearingaskirt, Kenyon Ladies Field
Hockey fell to the Sewanee Tigers
2-- 1, but ended their season with an
exciting and promising win over
Transylvania University 8-- 0, their
overall record is 6-1- 2.
Hostingtheannual KTTNCAC
Regional Tournament, the Ladies
entered the weekend bringing with
them only a handful of obscure
victories in a season overwhelmed
with disappointing losses. Proving We
that they weren't through entirely, and
however, the Ladies captured one
lastwin in front of their home crowd
ad went home leaving the losses do
3 the field until the team prepares
L
Danville falls
BY JOHN HIESTER
otarr Reporter
DanviUeHighSchool'sBlue legs,
ev'ls, the Mid-Bucke- ye
inference's best team, waltzed
o the final game of the reeular keys
m last Friday looking to-th- eir
future in the playoffs.
"uwcve.r tho ., .
-
."vj, wcie met oy a half
'PableJohnstnun
,
"nibuiiiaiiutuiiom it-- t
j--
lj-14. Their nerfpt one foil Blue
3e game short.
Physically bioopranrlctrnn. latef Johnstown dominated the credit,
lme, orchestrating long scor-- a
"ves ot 72 and 80 yards in
e nrst half. At first glance it until
defeated confP
.J:. the
. uicir onense ate up that,
'"leandcanitsi;,
,
r-""ii.v-uui-
ievey Dig Devils
them' PPOrtUnit' Panted
lastThoiioV,
... .
bitter,
w. JHIUggieU io The
for the Ladies, the linejudgcs missed
three key calls which would have
been in Kenyon's favor, but instead
were awarded to Albion. Albion
went on to close out the Ladies 30-2- 5.
Game 3 saw the Ladies return
the favor back to their side of the
court, as the Ladies seemed to find a
weakness in the back right portion
of the Albion defense. Villegas
monopolized on this for their first 4
Kenyon points.
"We remind our team to go
after weak spots," said Assisstant
Coach Betsy Knott. "During a
timeout I told Maria to put in the
right back corner over and over."
Albion kept it within 4 as Katie
Murphy '02 split the Kenyon de-
fense with a big kill, but that was as
close as they were going to get as
Villegas tipped a ball to end the
game, 30-2- 5.
The ladies lost game 4 in a tie
breaker, 32-3- 0, and were thus forced
to go into a match tie breaker. In
their off-seas- on regimen. "We had
goals in mind when entering
weekend," said freshman Liz
Aragona. "We wanted to play as a
team and win one more game for the
seniors."
As a result, this year's team,
despite consisting of less than a
quarter of upperclassmen, sent a
sign on Sunday of what is to come.
"On Sunday it was purely a
team effort," said senior tri-capt- ain
Lindsey Jones. "We really came
together and finally did what we've
worked so hard this season to do.
had a lot of hard shots on them
neverquit. The freshmen really
stepped it up. And as a senior I am
confident in the team and how they '11
next year."
Senior tri-capt- ain Mary Hill
to Johnstown in season closer, still makes playoffs
move the ball, something they
haven't had problems with all sea-
son long. Neither Ryan Colopy's
or the passing arm of Dave
Colopy (the two are related, how-
ever they aren't brothers) were the
to unlocking the Johnstown
defense.
At one point in the second
Johnstown held a monster 20-- 7
lead, much to the shock of the
Devils, who are unaccus-
tomed to trailing by so many points
in the game. To the Devils'
they did fight back and make
close game of it in the fourth
quarter. The case wasn't closed
Dave Colopy threw an inter-
ception on what could have been
game winning drive. Just like
with one interception, the Blue
were no longer perfect.
Despite the disappointment of
Friday night the Devils aren't
because they're stilfalive.
regular season is over, and the
SPORTS
a point hole which sealed their
fate. The Ladies fought bravely to
reverse this bad fortune, but came up
short, 15-6,thusdroppingthe- 5game
marathon 3-- 2, which lasted 2 12
hours.
Exhaustion aside, the Ladies
had the College of Wooster's Fight-
ing Scots to contend with shortly
thereafter. Game 1 was another see-
saw affair that ended with an 11-- 5
run by the Scots to close out the
Ladies, 30-2- 4.
Game 2 saw each team trading
3 point runs to start the game. The.
Ladies took the early lead at 9-- 5
behi nd the serves from Lauren Camp
'03 and another block from Cori
Arnold '03. They would neveragain
have control of the match as Wooster
outscored them 14-- 5 down the stretch
to win.
As much as this would seem
frustrating, accordingto Knott, "We
would rather see them hit the ball
aggressively." Wooster took the
game and a 2-- 0 match lead, 30-2- 1.
Game 3 was a game of runs as
theteamscaughtfireatcertainpoints.
goes 1-- 1;
agreed, "It was amazing to see the
entire team play with so much heart.
On Sunday people were running
and connecting on some nice passes
that made all the difference."
With four goals within the first
twenty minutes scored by three dif-
ferent players, the Ladies exhibited
.heir fine ability to place shots and
passes past Transylvania with any-
one of their forwards and
midfielders. The first goal, coming
ai the 34 minute mark, began with a
pretty pass by freshman Maggie
Rosen to fellow freshman Julia
Wickham. Clearing herself of a
Transy defender, Wickham took a
hard shot that skipped past the goal-
keeper and put the Ladies on the
board.
SophomoreAnnieHuntoonnot
playoffs have begun. As head
coach Ed Honabarger phrased it in
a statement to Mt. Vernon News
reporter Joe Huddleston, there are
more important things than being
undefeated: "I'd rather be 14-- 1
and state champions than 10-0- ."
Success in the playoffs is pretty
much all that counts now.
Danville is the area's only
team in the playoffs. The Mount
Vernon Yellow Jackets have
checked in their gear, the
Centerburg Trojans have played
theirfinal tilt of the season, having
fallen one computerized rank short
of making the playoffs, and the
East Knox Bulldogs have nothing
to do but hang out at Frankies
Pizzeria on Friday night. How-
ever, theDanville Blue Devils (9-- 1)
start a brand new season on Satur-
day night at home against the
Dalton High School Bulldogs (7-- 3)
in the first round of the regional
playoffs.
Wooster went on a 1 0-- 4 run to close
out the game, 30-2- 4, Thus putting
the ladies in a 0-- 2 hole for the week-
end. Their next match was against
the Belles of St. Mary's College.
They came out ready to play and
took it to the Belles in Game 1,
winning in impressive fashion 30-2- 7.
Game 2 saw some more up and
down action as the teams played
very closely through the first few
points and had the match nodded up
at 7. However, the Ladies held on
and closed them out on a 10-- 2 to end
the game, 30-2- 2.
Game 3 started with the Belles
jumping out to a commanding 8-- 1
lead and it appeared that Kenyon
was going to get trounced. How-
ever, these ladies battle very well,
and roared back with authority. A 5-- 1
run sealed St. Mary's fate, and the
Ladies won the game and the match,
30-2- 6.
1 0 days ago, Denison had come
in to Tomsich Arena and come away
with a 4 game win over the Ladies.
Now, they had returned to attempt
trounces
too much later added to the score as
she took a solo shot that found the
back of the cage. As midfielders
and forwards stationed themselves
withinTransylvania'scircleand con-
tinued to apply pressure to a
dwindling set of opposing defend-
ers, Jones scored the Ladies' third
goal and continued by assisti g
Wickham on hersecond of the game
breaking the game open 4-- 0.
"We were talking it up before
the game," recounted freshman
Hannah Hill , "and I think it made all
the difference. Once we hit the field
we were ready to go and gave Transy
little time to catch up."
When all was said and done,
after the half, the Ladies were up by
five, and apparently only growing
stronger. In the second half, fresh
As they stand now the Blue
Devils are five wins away from a
state championship, which is the
ultimate goal for any team still
playing football. The OHSAA
state tournament is a single elimi-
nation tournament, meaning that
one loss spells the end of the road.
For fans of the game, you
know that playoff football is foot-
ball at its best. The weather gets
colder, the fields get sloppier, the
players leave all they have on the
field, and even the coaches aren't
immune to the emotions of the
playoffs. And of course, surround-
ing the events on the field are the
fans, who will be more fanatic
than ever.
I will never forget the feeling
at the regionrl championship game .
between Danville and East Knox
two years ago. For a game be-
tween two of the smallest schools
in Ohio, several thousand fans
packed into Mount Vernon High
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to defeat Kenyon a second time.
Said Sarah Wild '04, "I think all the
Ladies were a little unsatisfied with
our last match against them, and I
think it's fate that we get another
chance to take on 'the Big Red'".
With that in mind, the Ladies
went into their match against rival
Denison with the intention of com-
ing away with no less than victory.
Denison had other ideas and took
game 1, 30-2- 6. In Game 2, the La-
dies bounced back from an early
deficit but Denison proceeded to
build a 22-1- 4 lead and continued on
to win game 2, 30-2- 4. The Big Red
would not be denied as Denison
took the game 3, 30-2- 0, thus ending
the tournament 1-- 3.
Forseniors Karen Orrand Anna
Novotny, this was a fond farewell
for them as they ended their Kenyon
careers in splendid fashion as each
played very well in their final home
games at Tomsich Arena. The La-diescontinuetheirseason- Tuesday
at Denison, with the hopes of go
ing far in the NCAC Tournament,
which will come next week.
Transy
men forwards Liz Aragona and
Maggie Hill helped apply a little
icing to the cake. Aragona scored
first and Hill answered as she scored
with a solo shot and later off a pass
by Mary Hill.
"The game against Transy was
a great way to finish off the season,"
commented sophomore defender
Amy Leathe. And with a smile she
added, "scoring eight goals is noth-
ing to complain about either."
Emily Cole, one of three senior
captains of this year's team, when
asked to comment on the season
simply said, "I am really not that
worried about our overall record. It
was an unbelievable experience be-
ing a captain and I couldn't have had
a better team to share the season
with."
School stadium. Attendance at
that one game probably outnum-
bered the combined populations
of Danville and Howard, the two
towns represented by the teams
playing.
It's the "second season"
now, and every game could be
the last for the Danville Blue
Devils. This could be your last
opportunity until next season to
experience high school football
in small-tow- n, rural Ohio for
yourselves.
The" game is at Danville
High Schcol on Saturday at 7
p.m. To get to Danville High
School, take. US 36 East past
Apple Valley and Howard. In
Millwood take a left turn on
US 62 towards Danville. As
you approach Danville on US
62 the stadium is on the right
(east) side. You'll know you
see it when you see the stadium
lights.
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cross country program.
The Lords raced like a tight
pack of wolves, never letting the
competition get too close and eas-
ily shaking those few brave
individuals who tried. Ben
Hildebrand '03 led and was closely
followed by Matt Cabrera '03, Cary
Snyder '02 and Mike Baird '03. A
few random runners from Wabash,
Wooster and Denison attempted
to keep up with Kenyon's pack,
but were quickly left behind to
smell the fumes of their impend-
ing loss.
"The turning point in the race
was at the 2.5 mile marker. All
four of us were together,
Hildebrand, Baird, Cabrera and
myself," said Snyder. "So Cabrera
yells out, 'guys we're losing 'em!
We're losing 'em! He had sensed
we were starting to drop everyone
else in the pack. It wasn't a dra
matic surge, but it was just a slight
SPORTS
another mile or so and just gradu-
ally threw everyone behind us. That
was the most memorable team mo-
ment I've ever had in a race where
you have four guys running to-
gether and we just on a dime decide
to drop the rest of the conference
behind us."
"We thought the competition
would have a chance," said
Cabrera. "After the first mile, we
were breathing pretty normally and
these guys were sucking air big
time. We threw in a few big surges
early in the race and that really
wore down the competition."
Hildebrand was first to cross
the finish line, completing the five-mil- e
course in 26:00. Hildebrand
was named NCAC runner of the
year, after having been named
NCAC runner of the week on two
previous occasions this season.
Baird took second place, fin- -
followed by Snyder who finished
in 26:1 6. Cabrera took fourth com-
ing two seconds after Snyder in
26:18, and Andrew Sisson '04
took fifth for Kenyon and eigh-
teenth overall, finishing in 27:28.
Sissort's time, while it may
seem spectacular, was higher than
usual for him and therefore disap-
pointing.
"Things can only go up from
here," he said.
Just because one runner did
not have the best race, Snyder
used it as an example of the team's
resilience.
"If one runner is down, the
rest of us have to pick it up to gC
the job done," said Snyder. "Hope-
fully, we'll have all five cylinders
firing for regionals and nationals,
but sometimes, you're not that
lucky. So, we have to pick it up."
Baird, Cabrera, Hildebrand
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Men's cross country wolfpack devours NCAC
Continue winning streak, as they prepare for NCAA regional meet to be held in Kalamazoo
BY LOGAN WINSTON
Sports Editor
Last Saturday, the Kenyon
Men's Cross Country team trav-
eled to Wabash College in
Crawfordsville, Indiana to race in
the NCAC's annual all confer-
ence meet. The Lords continued
their undefeated streak and won
the meet with 28 team points,
which is the lowest in conference
history. Wooster took second
place with 84 points and Wabash
took third with 85 points against
the 10 teams of the NCAC and 95
runners.
This was the Lords's third
conference championship in three
years, their sixth straight victory
this season, the third straight con-
ference coach of the year award
for head coach Duane Gomez,
and yet another benchmark in the
ongoing development of the Lords
increase and we kept it going for ishing in 26:11, and was shortly ana bnyaer were named to ihe a!
NJCA P firct tpam wk.'l.c1 ... .
.w,,,, m,c aiSS0I)f
ceived an All. NCAC honorable
mention.
Coach Gomez has reason tot
proud.
"I don't feel there isams-dedicate- d,
a more focused oramc- -
hard-worki- ng bunch of guys in ft.
country. That's the bottom hV
said Gomez.
The Lords' next meel is t
Division III regionals to be ht
at Kalamazoo College ;
Kalamazoo, Michigan on Nove-b- er
10.
Gomez has big hopes' for fc
Regional meet.
"My hopes are that the red
race just as well as they did.
NCAC and qualify for National;
Considering their stellar pr
formances this year and t
performance at nationals last ;;
Gomez's hopes are not far-fetc- h.
Lady runners defy odds to capture NCAC title
BY JAMES LEWIS
Staff Reporrer
After numerous NCAC
coaches predicted that the
Kenyon Women's Cross Coun-
try team would finish third or
fourth in the conference behind
Allegheny and Denison, the La-
dies made them eat their words
as they captured the NCAC
women's cross country title last
Saturday in Crawfordsville, In-
diana. Scoring 56 points, the
Ladies beat out Allegheny who
finished second with 69 points,
and Denison who finished third
with 80 points.
All season, the Ladies have
stressed the importance of run-
ning in a pack during the races.
They certainly did that on Satur-
day. A testament fo the power of
their pack running is the fact
that Kenyon won the meet, de-
spite not having any finishers in
the top five in the field of 98
runners.
Laura Koss '04, who fin-
ished sixth with a time of 19:35,
led the Ladies, yet the rest of the
top five were not far behind.
Captain Katherine Kapo '02 fin-
ished tenth, Megan Biddle '03
finished eleventh, Tenaya
Britton '04 finished fourteenth
and Katie Tully '04 rounded
out the top five by finishing
fifteenth. Britton and Koss were
separated by less then thirty sec-
onds.
Britton said of the effec-
tiveness of the pack, "when we
are able to run together as a
team when we run as a pack,
racing becomes easier ... on Sat-
urday when one person tookoff,
the others followed."
After the race head coach
Duane Gomez was named the
NCAC women's coach of the
year for leading the team to this
spectacular upset. Koss was
. named first team All-NCA- C for
her performance, while Biddle,
Kapo and Britton were named
second team All-NCA- C.
Tully was given an honor-
able mention for her
performance at the tournament.
So how did the Ladies pull
it off? To hear the Ladies talk,
it had little to do with indi-
vidual talent and more to do
with team bonding and a confi-
dent attitude.
Britton attributed the vic-
tory to "inner team bonding
that's been going on this sea-
son ... people ran for each
other."
Kapo said, "I definitely'
think this is the most bonded
team ever ... we usually start
the season seeing what we can
do, but this season we started
with a definite goal ... and it
worked."
Of course, there are other
factors that contributed to the
success of the Ladies. One is
the emergence of Koss as not
only a team force, but also a
force to be reckoned with in
the NCAC. Her being named
first team all NCAC is indica-
tive of just how far she has
come from her injury riddled
freshman season.
Koss has "matured to one
of the strongest runners on our
team," said Biddle. "Given
that she's only a sophomore,
that's very good for us."
Just as advantageous was
the return of Tully from in-
jury. Tully had been out for a
significant amount of time, yet
she returned to run well in
this meet.
Koss said, "We needed ev-
erybody, all five of our
runners, or else it wouldn't
have happened."
Biddle said of Tully,
" She's pretty important. It was
great to have her here. It was
definitely a psychological
boost ... We beat them with
our 3-4- -5 runners. It was pretty
important to have her here."
But perhaps the key to the
team's success not only this p.
weekend but for all of this sea;
has been the steady leaders"
and performance of the se:
captains Kapo and Sara Vyrrx
All season, the both of them.:
pecially Kapo, have stepped.:
provide clutch performances:
to steady the team through re.
times.
Britton said of the cap::
"Katherine and Vyro arethe;
of the team ...They have etc.
a team friendship that I don't::
has existed at Kenyon. Kathr
and Vyro are going to be afj
loss."
Of course 'the Ladies i
get to ride off into the sunse;.- -
yet. They have NCAA regie'
coming up on November 1.
Kalamazoo, Michigan. The)
eo in armed with the belief
they have ascended to a ne
I;
Perhaps Kapo put it best
she said. "This is the begin--
'
nf a women's team legacy fc
next few years."
Lady ruggers lose to big red ruggers 22-1- 0
BY PETE COLLIER
Staff Reporter
Too little, too late was
the story for the Kenyon
women ruggers in a 22-1- 0
home loss against the Big Red
of Denison Saturday.
However, if the second
half was any indication of
their playing ability, the La-
dies could easily wrap up the
remainder of the season on a
winning note.
Falling behind early
against an experienced and
well:coached Denison squad
immediately put the Ladies
in a hole. The Big Red's me-
ticulous attacks, fueled by
their swift execution of set
plays, led to long scoring
drives that demoralized the ex-
hausted Kenyon defense. At
halftime, it was the bleakest of
circumstances with the score
15-- 0 in favor of the visitors.
The Ladies had totaled only
seven points in their last three
halves of play.
In the second half, how-
ever, the Ladies appeared to be
a different team. They stormed
onto the pitch with a vengeance,
dismantling Denison's high-power- ed
offense with
bone-rattlin- g hits.
Success in the scrum led to
Kenyon's first score, a power-
ful run by Kate Robbins '02.
Skillfully splitting defenders on
her way to the goal line,
Robbins simply overpowered
Denison's last line of defense
for a hard-earne- d five points.
The kick failed, leaving the
score 15-- 5.
The Big Red managed to
score a fourth tri, and converted
the kick to lead 22-- 5. Andrea
Sargent '02 stepped up for the
Ladies to score the games final
points. Her effort was indica-
tive of the team's heart and
determination displayed
throughout the latter part of the
game.
"If we played like that dur-
ing the first half," Sargent said,
"we would have had a more
positive outcome. We hesitated
on tackles and they took advan-
tage of that in the first half. But
we went back out and made hard
hits and took advantage of their
weaknesses."
Making the Ladies' perfor-
mance even more impressive
was the fact that star player
Mandy Ashley '02 was out of
town for the weekend, stripping
the team of perhaps its strongest
weapon.
In wake of Ashley's ab-
sence, a solid mix of rookies
and vcteransstepped up to make
tho firvt half. H'f
would have had a more positive outcome.
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